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THE MISSION OF TRANBY COLLEGE
We are an independent, K-12, co-educational school community of
the Uniting Church in Australia, located in Baldivis, Western Australia.
Our purpose is to be an accessible and inclusive community in which
student wellbeing and learning are the responsibilities of all members of
our school community.
The values that guide our practices are:
• PERSONAL MASTERY: Encouraging, challenging and supporting ourselves
to be the best we can be.
• BREADTH AND DEPTH OF LEARNING: Our focus is robust learning that is
intellectual, physical, social, emotional, moral, spiritual and aesthetic.
• RESPECT: Treating ourselves, others, our community and the environment
with high regard and consideration.
• INTEGRITY: Discerning what is right and what is wrong for our
community and acting upon this understanding.
• SERVICE: Standing alongside others and being prepared to encourage,
support and empower.

From the
Principal
FROM THE PRINCIPAL

D R C L AY TO N M A S S E Y P R I N C I PA L

Attending a Kindergarten to Year 12
College is truly an honour. Our leavers,
some of whom have been here for

By my reckoning, Tranby College
produces more graduates entering
‘people professions’ than any other
school I have ever known. If I were
to tally up the Tranby students who
went into teaching, nursing, childcare,
hospitality, tourism or trades I believe
we would cover nearly 80% of our
graduates. The remainder would be

In light of all this, the following pages
of the Tranby Times are even more
remarkable. Page after page will
showcase service activities, outdoor
pursuits and camps, participation
in performances, carnivals and
competitions. Excursions abound, all
described in colourful pictures and
words capturing an exciting school
year.
The Tranby Times is the story of us and
the story of our school year. In time
it will also help us in the future – to
reflect and fondly recall the people
and the memories of 2019 – just as our
graduating students will.

A N N U A L
C O L L E G E
T R A N B Y

Service has always been central to
that thinking and in 2019, we saw
the realisation of a long-held dream
to purchase a Community Service
minibus. Our students raised half
the cost, with the balance being
provided through the support of The
Emma Cartwright Memorial Trust.
Helping others has always been a
part of Tranby’s ethos. This year, more
than ever, our students were able to
contribute to service activities beyond
the boundaries of the College. Through
serving the homeless, the aged, the
disabled and the sick, our students
recognised first-hand their own good
fortune and privilege.
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Our changing world is also shifting
our students’ view of their pathways
beyond school. In this regard, Tranby
continues to defy the local trends. In
2019, well over 80% of our graduates
are looking towards university for
their future. Not every student will
gain entry via the direct method
of examinations. Increasingly, our
students are taking portfolio or
pre-entry pathways that provide a
university place without sitting exams.
Beyond Tranby, I am astounded that
only 20% to 40% of local public and
private school students set out to go to
a university. Happily, it tells me Tranby
College students and families aspire to
be the best they can be.

turning their technical talents to work
behind the scenes, improving the world
in their own way, a way of thinking that
was first learnt at Tranby College.

T I M E S

When I hear the stories of the leavers
and reflect on the year that has been,
I realise how vast the opportunities
are at Tranby. Outsiders could easily
view that statement as being about
the College. Not so; for what I know
is that the courses we run and the
opportunities we provide are studentdriven. This was particularly evident
this year in the Senior School Musical
Production of Back to the 80s which
received huge support and acclaim.
It was a showcase of talent from
across the Senior School involving
Dance, Drama and Music students
from different courses in different
acts. Involving nearly 100 performers,
the production was proof-positive of
opportunity and involvement being
alive in 2019.

their entire school life, tell us that it
is their teachers who have inspired
them. In a world increasingly driven by
technology, our students value their
individual teachers – the people who
inspire them to achieve their best.
The Tranby Times contains countless
photos, but few of them are of teachers,
usually because they are the ones
behind the camera capturing the proud
work and efforts of their students.

T R A N B Y

In Term 3 each year I am privileged
to host several gatherings with our
graduating Year 12 students. On
these occasions, I ask them to tell
me things they most valued during
their time at Tranby. There’s no one
thing that makes the College special
to every single one of them, rather, it
is the opportunities and events they
experience and people they meet
along the way that they recount.
In simple terms, as they approach
the end of their time at school, they
recognise the value of the journey
rather than the destination.
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Staff
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2019 COLLEGE CAPTAINS
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CALLUM BENZIES COLLEGE CAPTAIN
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Good evening staff, parents, family
and friends, special guests and the
Graduating Class of 2019. My name is
Callum and this is Leah, and together
we have had the absolute honour of
helping lead the College this year as
the 2019 Tranby College Captains.

and the group of people I have been
fortunate enough to be able to make
memories with. You are all amazing
and the most supportive, tightly knit
and yet diverse group of people I have
ever had the pleasure of meeting –
thank you all.

Thank you to Tranby College and for all
the support from the countless number
of staff members who have steered us
through the past few years of schooling
and for giving me and my fellow
prefects the opportunity to help lead
such an amazing community.

This year has been a big one. Plans
were made (and somewhat gone
through with) to raid Area 51, Avengers:
Endgame impressed, Game of Thrones
disappointed, both the Amazon
rainforest and the Notre Dame
Cathedral burned and a disease called
‘Fortnite’ infected millions of children
worldwide.

“Our dreams have no limitations. That’s
what it’s all about.” This is a quote from
philosopher, singer and basketball star,
Troy Bolton.

Also, thank you to our families who
have put up with us and loved us even
when we were stressed and moody.
Once again, thank you to all the Year 12s
for making my high school experience
an awesome one.

But throughout it all, we prevailed
and managed to finish high school.
Tonight, we leave the only thing that
we as students have known and depart
into the big wide world as adults. I am
grateful for the memories that I have
made over the past five years at Tranby

To everybody graduating tonight,
whether you are taking some time off,
going straight into work, going off to
further your education or something
else, always remember these four
things:
•
•
•
•

do what you love
be the person you look up to
be kind to others, and most
importantly
be kind to yourself.

As Gandhi once stated: “Peace out
dudes”.

I congratulate us, as graduates,
and say thank you to our teachers,
friends, families, parents and
administrators. Our success is
your success. You have given us

Thank you.

C O L L E G E

Now it’s time to go out there
and live. We’re not children
anymore. I believe each
and every one of you has
the ability to pursue our
dreams and live the way that
we want to. Never forget, nobody
else gets to tell you who you are.

Class of
2019

T R A N B Y

As this is my final address to
you, I thank you all for being a
part of my life and I wish you
all the best for your future
endeavours.

7
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I tried to put a name on what
I’m feeling. It has to do with the
fear of the unknown, of change.
It’s wrapped up in a memory, of
the place that has contained our
life. It has a sense of too early to
be nostalgic but there is a deep
longing for what’s in front of me.
I know some of us will part ways
and may never see one and other
again but it’s the memories that
will stick for a lifetime.

T I M E S

the freedom to dare, the courage
to excel and the belief that we can
achieve our best. Together, for the
last time, we stand poised at the
very edge of graduation, looking
towards a bright future.

T R A N B Y

I know my mum is probably
crying right now but look mum,
I did it. We made it. I honestly
would not have wanted to go
through all these years and
graduate with anyone else.

A N N U A L

LEAH ROBINSON COLLEGE CAPTAIN

Jemma Antao

Katie Antao

Jensen Ardern

Ryan Bender

Callum Benzies

Jocelyn Boucher

Paige Bradley

Mitchell Brown

Megan Bywater

Chantelle Carr

Sarah Carter

Adrienne ConwayMortimer

Tahlia Croft

Phoebe Darcy-Naldrett

Amy Davis

Mallory Dawes

Boris de Goede

Lauryn De Klerk

Chloe Dowbnia

Joshua Doyle

Nancy Dring

Brianna D’Souza

Beatrix Du Toit

Daniel Du Toit
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CLASS OF 2019
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Annika Fitzgerald

Dale Flower

Jessica Fourie

Amber Gage

Jackson Grizich

Liam Hanna

Ryan Harvey

Gabrielle Harwood

Holly Hopkins

Lauren HughesAnderson

Rory Humphreys

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

Thomas Edmond

A N N U A L

CLASS OF 2019

Cody Jones

Jacobus Labuschagne

Erin Landers

Preston Leggott

Brooke Lightfoot

Corbin MacKenzie

Kaleesha Martyn

Jack Matray

Riley Mercer

Gloria Modi

Mark Moore

Elise Moring

Kadyn Murakami

Brian Muza

Larissa Newington

Abel Nyoni

Shaar Osmun-Tamati

T R A N B Y
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Caisha Janda
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Callum Peters

Lewis Plackett

Hayden Pomfret

Dylan Randall

Sofia Renteria

Leah Robinson

Jordan Rodricks

Isobel Rooney

Chelsea Rose

Declan Ryan

Mitchell Shackles

Shrey Shrestha

Aimee Singleton

Dale Singleton

Ethan Smith

Kerryn Steel

Charlotte Tindale

Ebony Trainor

Alex Van Der Sluis

Ashton Van Hinte

Ben Van Koolbergen

Hope Wheatley

Sophie White

Molly Wilson
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Year 12 Ball
YEAR 12 BALL
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Class of 2019
YEAR 12s HAVING FUN
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Junior School
JUNIOR SCHOOL CURRICULUM

C H E R Y L TAY LO R

DEAN OF JUNIOR YEARS (3 – 6)
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This year I have been extremely
fortunate to work in my role as Dean
of Junior Years and as Acting Dean
of Early Learning. This wonderful
opportunity has provided me many
insights into the work we do as
educators across the Junior School. It
is particularly rewarding to witness
the wonderful growth students make
each year, from Kindergarten right
through to the end of Junior School
in Year 6.
The teachers and education assistants
have worked to help the children thrive
as learners, to have fun, to build new
relationships and to work together as
a team. Teachers constantly strive to
build each student’s sense of curiosity,
interest and enjoyment for learning,
now and in the future.
Throughout the year, we have watched
entertaining assemblies from Preprimary to Year 6. Class assemblies
are an opportunity for the students to
showcase the learning that takes place
in the classrooms with a little bit of

creative flair added for good measure!
It has been a pleasure to present merit
certificates to so many students at the
assemblies and to read such positive
comments.
We have also seen many wonderful
individual and collective achievements
throughout the year. We have
recognised students in the sporting,
academic and creative domains and
it is a credit to our students for their
endeavour and commitment in a
variety of areas.
The Western Australian Curriculum
continues to be a major focus, where
children participate in real-life,
purposeful and engaging learning
experiences that challenge their
thinking, encourage them to problemsolve and form deeper connections
about the world around them.
Helping students reach their potential
through different learning approaches
builds social and emotional learning
skills and enhances problem-solving.
Teachers continue to encourage our

students to take an active role in the
learning process, giving students the
autonomy to explore, ask questions
and share ideas. This approach enables
children to build their critical thinking
and communication skills and assists,
not only in the school context, but also
in their world outside of school.
We have continued to work on
resilience across every year level in
the Junior School. Resilience helps
children develop social competence,
problem-solving skills, critical
consciousness, autonomy and a sense
of purpose. Throughout their schooling,
children will achieve success along
their educational journey, along with
some disappointments. All these
experiences will continue to instil
resilience, determination and growth
in each individual child. The students
attend their first camp in Year 4 and
their ability to manage this with such a
positive attitude is a credit to both the
parents and teachers who have worked
on developing a child’s resilience each
year.

Curriculum
C O L L E G E
T R A N B Y
2 0 1 9
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T I M E S

In my address at the presentation
assemblies at the end of 2019, I
quoted the ancient Greek philosopher
Aristotle. He wrote, “educating the
mind without educating the heart is no
education at all”. At Tranby College, we
continually strive to include the heart
in all that we do.

T R A N B Y

Our students’ education and wellbeing
are paramount and I thank you all
for trusting in our amazing staff to
educate your children to become lifelong learners, who have strong values
and make positive contributions to the
wider community.

A N N U A L

At Tranby College we want our
students to learn how to learn, to make
mistakes, to try again, to test ideas,
to take risks and to understand that
learning can be difficult and that’s
okay, as long as we continue to put our
best effort forward.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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BUDJAR
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2019 JUNIOR SCHOOL HOUSES
BILU
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KARLA
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Junior Art
JUNIOR ART
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GILL KING VISUAL ARTS SPECIALIST
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According to the Chinese zodiac,
2019 the Year of the Pig, was a full
and busy one in the Art room. As
we focused on Asuan art, pigs of all
descriptions were made in Term
1, comprising papier-mache, card
strip sculptures and ceramics. In
Term 2 we welcomed Fiona Gavino,
our Artist in Residence, which
complemented our studies of
Indigenous art. Students loved the
challenge of using natural fibres
to create sculptures. In Terms 3
and 4 we focused on nature as an
inspiration for artists.
Years 5 and 6 visited the Art Gallery
of Western Australia and looked at
the effects of colonisation in Western
Australia and on its inhabitants. Year
1 also visited the gallery and took part

in a workshop based on ‘Storytelling
in Art’. We were fortunate to view the
wonderful exhibition ‘Desert, River,
Sea’ which was an incredible display
of the diversity of Western Australian
Aboriginal art.
Learning Journey was a highlight with
every student proudly displaying one
or more pieces of work. Our annual art
exhibition at Rockingham Library was
well received by the local community
and showcased the wide variety
of ideas and challenges children
undertook. Thank you to all parents and
staff who attended and supported the
children.
The Visual Arts curriculum continues
to challenge students with new ideas,
materials and processes. Students
require commitment and perseverance
to actualise their ideas.

Mrs Hanna continues to be our very
dedicated, competent and caring Visual
Arts Technician. Her invaluable support,
dedication and hard work are much
appreciated.
I trust that the Visual Arts at Tranby
will continue to give students a voice
and allow them to communicate in a
language that is unique, yet universal.
Some comments from students:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art is fun.
Art is relaxing.
Art is hard.
Art is about imagination.
Art is about looking.
Art is everything!

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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Junior Music
JUNIOR MUSIC

CASSANDRA CURULLI JUNIOR SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

This year in Junior School Music, the students
enjoyed using their voice, body-percussion and
classroom instruments to explore, experiment,
create, play and perform both individually and in
small groups. Dance circles were a favourite across
all year groups, and with Fortnite fever taking
over the Junior School, there was never a shortage
of Fortnite moves, with Flossing being one of the
favourites!

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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In Early Learning, we used colourful ribbons, a
parachute and rainbow elastic ring to move to music
as well as to explore various music concepts. The
students in Pre-primary particularly enjoyed creating
small ripples with the parachute, while listening to
the sounds that the small instruments that were
placed on top of it made as they rolled around. The
students were exposed to a variety of tuned and
un-tuned percussion instruments and became very
knowledgeable about safe practices when handling
them. In Year 1, the students began their journey into
the world of reading and writing music notation and
in Year 2, the students started putting these skills into
practise on their very own recorder.
Learning the recorder marks the beginning of the
classroom instrumental program at Tranby where
all students from Years 2 – 6 learn an instrument as
part of their music studies. Learning an instrument
encourages the development of fine motor, aural and
ensemble skills. It also gives students the opportunity
to apply their knowledge in a practical setting both at
school and at home.
A highlight for the students in middle and upper
primary was the small group rotations of musicthemed card games and board games, with Musical
Adventures and Fiddlesticks being the most requested!
Little did the students know that they were practising
their music literacy skills all the while having fun!

The students in Year 3 received their violins, with
much anticipation and excitement at the beginning of
the year and many of them performed at the Awards
Assembly at the end of year! Also enjoying performing
on stage were selected Year 4 violin students as well as
the Violin Ensemble. Selected Year 4 recorder students
also had opportunities to share their recorder skills
for an audience, including a performance at the Years
3 – 11 Presentation Assembly at the end of the year!
In Year 5, some students began learning the keyboard
while others continued to refine their violin skills. All
Year 6 students gained basic keyboard skills, which
gave them a tool to apply complex concepts explored
in their Music lessons.
The Junior School Choir, Junior School Vocal Ensemble
and the many students who participate in peripatetic
lessons at Tranby, enjoyed performing and sharing
their talents with the Tranby community. These
performances were at various events including Tranby
Day, the Year 12 Valedictory Chapel Service, Awards
Assembly, Christmas Concert, Years 3 – 11 Presentation
Assembly and Junior School assemblies throughout
the year. We also had another successful ‘Tranby’s Got
Talent’ Talent Show in Term 4 where those who made
it through the auditions, performed for a Junior School
audience.
Thank you to the staff, parents and wider community
for your continued support and encouragement
of our children and the Music program at Tranby.
Congratulations to all students on their efforts
in Classroom Music and to those who performed
through the year.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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Junior
Indonesian
JUNIOR INDONESIAN
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IBU ODGER JUNIOR SCHOOL INDONESIAN TEACHER
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Pre-primary classes this year were
introduced to Indonesian greetings,
counting, colours, Indonesian songs
and dances. One of their favourite
Indonesian songs would have to
be the song about food – Makanan,
with some students spontaneously
singing Makanan in Indonesian at
mealtimes at home! They enjoyed
learning about likes and dislikes of
food with Gertie the orangutan who
shared their passion for food.

Year 1 students learnt about transport
and daily activities. They understood
that there are the same and different
types of transport in places in Indonesia
including the dokar and becak and
were able to see a real becak at the
Indonesian Market Day, organised
by Ibu Steele in Term 1. The students
enjoyed the antics of Neo, a six-yearold pop star from Jakarta, and her daily
activities, especially when the she sang
I Will Always Love You into her hairdryer
– they thought that she was hilarious!
Year 2 students went aquatic and
learnt about all things to do with the
beach and under water in Indonesian.
They also met and patted Wombi the
wombat and enjoyed the Indonesian
readers of Wombi di Pantai (Wombi
at the Beach), where Wombi and his
family enjoyed skating, surfing and
relaxing at the beach.
Year 3 students had monster madness
this year, discussing and creating
monsters! They drew an identikit of
each other’s monsters through verbal
descriptions in Indonesian and many
were so accurately drawn without
seeing the originals. Year 3 classes
enjoyed playing monster Kahoot and
are very skilled in describing people,
animals and their favourite – raksasa
monsters!
All classes from Pre-primary to Year
3 enjoyed the beloved Indonesian
folktales of Si Kancil – the clever little
mousedeer and his antagonists, the
crocodile and the tiger. They have
learnt vocabulary to name and describe

animals and their behaviour, watched
puppet shows and some classes created
their own characters.
Year 4 topics shared cross-curricular
ties with Humanities and Social
Sciences in looking at the environment
and environmental issues such
as pollution. They discussed, in
Indonesian, different environments and
where littering occurs. Year 4 students
created superhero posters to alert
people to the issues of plastic pollution
in both marine and land environments.
Years 5 and 6 students have had many
wonderful cultural experiences both
inside and outside the classroom. They
have been immersed in topics relating
to their everyday lives and relating
their own cultures and experiences to
people of Indonesia.
Year 5 students learnt about housing
in Indonesian and created a model
house and described its features.
They researched traditional housing
in Indonesia, looking at each house’s
unique features and exploring the
beliefs and practical reasons for the
shapes, materials and designs of the
house. The students then went urban
and studied cities; comparing cities in
Australia and Indonesia. They are quite
adept in giving and following directions
from location to location in Indonesian
so, let them direct the next taksi in Bali!
Year 6 students discussed the cultural
similarities and differences of hobbies,
activities, music and eating out
between Indonesia and Australia. Year
6s sampled some Indonesian cuisine,
nasi kuning, rendang, urap and kue
pandan and enjoyed their roles in their
own scripted restaurant skits ordering
and describing the taste of their meal
and paying for food.
They were fortunate to attend the
Mikki J Concert with the Years 7 – 10
Indonesian students from Tranby
College at The Lakes Theatre.

MICHAEL J SCHOOLS IN OZ
CONCERT PRESENTED BY
BALAI BAHASA INDONESIA
PERTH (INC)
Nama saya Ava, I am the Indonesian
Captain.
I would like to share with you all our
enjoyment in attending an Indonesian
music concert performed by a well-known
Indonesian singer, Michael J, also known as
Mikki J.

Terima Kasih.
Ava Duckham 6E

I really enjoyed the show because it was
funny and different to the movie, so I didn’t
know what happened next. I enjoyed the
genie bit when Aladdin kept getting hit on
the nose. I also liked how the puppets asked
the audience questions during the show. The
puppeteers were really talented and used
cool sound effects. I hope we do something
like it again.

I liked the puppet show because it had a
variety of characters and the puppeteers
used lots of different voices. I also liked
that they had different backgrounds
for different parts and they used a lot of
detail. The part I enjoyed most was when
Aladdin introduced himself because he
interacted with the audience.

Corbin 6K

INDONESIAN MARKET DAY

The Junior School had the pleasure of
watching an Indonesian puppet play based
on the movie, Aladdin. This was a learning
experience I will never forget. It was both
educational and fun to watch. The early
learning would be lucky if they were to see
it again. It was funny, adventurous and
overall just enjoyable. I had a great time.
Matilda 6E
I thought that the puppet show was very
different to other puppet shows. The
puppeteers were very friendly, and they had
really good voices for all of the puppets they
did. They did a really good job at changing
the backgrounds.
Freya 6K

Ashton 6E

Tranby College Junior School has been
celebrating Indonesian culture and
language by holding an Indonesian
Market Day for 11 years now! This year
we reached a momentous point with
our fundraising, having passed the
$40,000 mark in total funds raised
over those 11 years! All the Tranby
community can be very proud of this
magnificent achievement. Thank you
so much to the staff, students, families
and whole community that come
together every year to support the
markets and make this event fun for all.

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

Students from Years 4 – 6 watched a puppetry performance of Aladdin and the Magic Lamp
on Friday 10th May. The performers from Carrousel Theatre showed their considerable
talents in puppetry and voice work to deliver a show with five exciting scenes. Students
enjoyed the performance immensely and shared their feedback after the show.
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We look forward to attending the
performance next year!

IBU STEELE JUNIOR SCHOOL INDONESIAN TEACHER

T I M E S

Mikki J and the organisers said that the
reason for the concert was to connect
Australians and Indonesians – to give us
all a sense of togetherness and share our
cultures. We are neighbours after all!

ALADDIN AND THE MAGIC LAMP

T R A N B Y

Alongside the song Raya Indonesia, Mikki J
and another music duo, V1Mast, performed
a full concert of their own songs and other
popular songs that young Indonesians
are really into. We can see why because
we enjoyed them too! The songs are full
of energy, emotion, fun and they bring
everyone together because they are great
to sing-along to.

A N N U A L

Mikki J is well-known in Indonesia for
singing pop songs and is often on TV in
Indonesia. He was one of the writers of
Raya Indonesia which was written for the
purpose of reaching out to the Indonesian
youth to give them a sense of national
pride.

Junior Library

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

JUNIOR LIBRARY

T R A N B Y

T I M E S

2 0 1 9
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LIBRARY CAPTAIN

YEAR 5 BOOK CLUB

YEAR 6 BOOK CLUB

Our Library Captains were Ashton
Hill in Semester 1 and Lexie Clark in
Semester 2. As our Library Captains,
they helped in the library, at book
fairs and wrote book reviews for our
assemblies.

This year, Mrs Koch ran a Year 5 Book
Club. This was a very successful
group who participated actively and
with enthusiasm. Very rarely were
they absent and they thoroughly
enjoyed the chance to spend time
chatting about books they enjoyed.
We all decided that our favourite was
Mortal Engines which created a wide
discussion.

In 2019 we had so many students
interested in Book Club that it was
decided to separate them into two
groups: a boys’ and a girls’ group. The
boys were taken by Mr Ellis and the
girls by Ms Gileno. They covered a wide
range of books and enjoyed some new
ones such as The Traitors.

As Semester 2 Library Captain I reflect
upon my time in the Library over my
Junior School years. I can still remember
when we took turns to bring home
Family reader books in Early Learning
and brought home puppets from the
library. I loved reading the Piggy and
Elephant books by Mo Willems which
some of you still enjoy reading. Being
Library Captain in Year 6 has also
brought some great opportunities like
participating in Book Club, helping the
younger students read, helping at the
Book Fair, along with many others.
I hope everyone enjoys our library
and continues to show enthusiasm in
reading. Thank you.
Lexi Clark Semester 2 Library Captain

I enjoy Book Club a lot! It has introduced
me to new genres that I wouldn’t
normally read and the meetings are
very humorous and enthusiastic. It was
fun to see how I wouldn’t want to read a
type of book before Book Club, but now I
feel that I would like to read most books.
Zac Harvey Year 5

The boys’ Book Club this year was fun
because we read some good books.
They included Code of Honour, Mortal
Engines, Grenade, Scar Island, 1914 and
The Iron Trial. My favourite was Mortal
Engines because it was really well
written and had a good twist. My least
favourite was Scar Island. It was great
reading new books and at one meeting
Mr Ellis made brownies for all nine of
us but only three students showed up
so we got two brownies each. I really
enjoyed it and I hope there is a Year 7
club too.
Corbin Conway-Mortimer Year 6

This year I had the pleasure of leading a
small group of Year 6 girls as they read
through a very broad and varied range
of books as part of their commitment
to Book Club. Our regular Book Club
meetings, which have taken place
throughout the year, consisted of some
very enjoyable discussions, including
their opinions on the books, their
thoughts about characters, themes and
ideas about the world in which we live.
This has been an enjoyable experience,
one which I believe has provided the
girls with the opportunity to challenge
themselves and helped them to
continue to value books and their love
of reading.
Ms Gileno

BOOKS ON BLANKETS
Once again, our Books on Blankets morning was
a big success. Many parents and guardians came
in pyjamas and spent their morning reading to
their children and often other children. It was
wonderful to see so many parents and guardians
and the positive way they read with all the
children. Thank you, the students love this day.

During Book Week the library staff ran a Readers
Quiz after school for Years 3 – 6 students. This
went for an hour with 40 students attending. It
was a great afternoon with the students really
enjoying the time competing for the winning spot.

C O L L E G E

READERS QUIZ

T R A N B Y

Thank you to all the parents and guardians and
students who participated in our Book Fairs and
Book Clubs this year. The library received $5,091 in
commission and free products from these and this
went straight into resources for our library and
classrooms.

A N N U A L

SCHOLASTIC BOOK FAIRS AND BOOK CLUB

DISPLAY

Louise Koch, Angela Gileno, Linda Mestrovic and
Julie Elliott

2 0 1 9
T I M E S

Reading is dreaming with your eyes open.
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T R A N B Y

To help us celebrate our Christmas Book Fair at
the end of the year, two lovely Year 11 students
decorated our windows with dinosaurs. Thank
you to Emily Oliver and Gemma O’Brien who did
an amazing job of painting our window display.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

YEAR 6 CAMP

Year 6 Camp
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We also went mountain biking and canoeing. In
mountain biking we went on a ‘berm’ (banked turn),
which was a bit scary, but once you got the hang of it, it
was really fun! My favourite part of canoeing was when
we played British Bulldogs and World Domination. After
that we went to the Manjimup Timber Park and had
lunch. I will always remember when I was on the zip line
and I went superfast.

A special thank you goes to Amber Middleton, Ashton
Hill, Ava Grubelich, Corbin Conway-Mortimer, Isabella
Chuter, Jaishna Gungiah, Lucas Brenchley, Rachel
Algie, Riya Roy and Tegan Ball for these words.

A N N U A L
C O L L E G E
T R A N B Y

Our last night was bonfire and bingo night. Mr Ellis told
the best scary story and it made everyone flinch. I will
always remember seeing a shooting star for the very
first time and eating marshmallows.
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On Tuesday we did a really fun activity known as
the Amazing Race where we explored the town of
Bridgetown and tried to finish all the challenges before
the other groups. My favourite challenge was the frozen
tshirt. I think the group activities helped people create
friendships with different people. It helped us to trust
others more and work with people other than just your
own friend group.

T I M E S

On Monday 14th October around 48 Year 6s set out
on the best camp ever. Outside the camp school, in
Bridgetown, there was a rockclimbing wall, a rope
swing, two basketball hoops and an orchard full of
yummy food, such as macadamias, ice-cream bean
trees, mulberries, oranges and lemons.

We loved Lucieville Farm. At the farm we rode horses,
made damper, learnt about politics and what life used
to be like in Australia. We milked a cow and drank the
fresh milk – it was delicious. We fed the pig and we
were also allowed to ride her. We touched an electric
fence to teach us about electricity and Farmer Pearce
taught us about a beehive. Later we rode in the back of
a ute across the property to find the beautiful horses,
they were like brumbies. We rode back to the stables
with the horses galloping in front of us and then made
damper. The damper was so delicious, and even better,
we cooked it over an open fire using sticks, it was like
we were learning survival techniques.

T R A N B Y

THE COMBINED MEMORIES OF THE
YEAR 6 STUDENTS:

Year 6
TRANBY COLLEGE

YEAR SIX

JUNIOR SCHOOL

Together we shine
Really worth the journey
Amazing friends along the way
New students we welcome
Beyond grateful for our experiences
Years of fun and learning

Year of joy and memories
Everything is great, everything is grand
Athletics, swimming, cross-country and more
Running about on the oval like headless chickens

Junior School has been great
Unforgettable memories we have made
New friends we gained
Interesting subjects were introduced
Our teachers made us all laugh
Responsibility grew through many opportunities

Cool teachers and friendly students
Optimistic about our future
Life-long memories
Lots of laughter
Every year we learn more and more
Great opportunities were given
Education is the best at Tranby

Staying focused on our work
Incredible camp
eXcellent friends and teachers

T R A N B Y
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YEAR 6

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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YEAR 6E

YEAR 6K

Smiling all day
Children are having fun
Having our friends by our side
Overall it has been so amazing
Our lives are about to change
Leaving Junior School will be sad

YEAR SIX

STEM was a big hit with students, with opportunities
to use the woodwork room to create greenhouses and
aquaponics systems. They learnt to plan projects, use
tools, problem solve and work as a team. We hope the
fish are still swimming!
Students have honed their research skills and learnt
to evaluate the credibility of information. They have
used technology effectively and are on their way to
coding glory.
We were fortunate to observe the strengths of each
student throughout the year. Our class is full of people
with skills in areas of friendship, leadership, creativity,
communication, curiosity, humour, sports, love of
learning and a zest for life. Appreciating and making
the most of these strengths will lead to success for
each of our students.
What a wonderful way to finish Junior School and
we wish them all the best as they continue their
educational adventure into Senior School.

C O L L E G E
T R A N B Y
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Year 6 has been a busy, fun-filled year for our
students. Students enjoyed being the leaders of
the Junior School and enthusiastically rose to the
challenges of their leadership positions. Working
together in their classroom was exciting, with lots
of opportunities for collaborative work projects
spread out around the class.

T I M E S

MR ELLIS AND MRS KENT YEAR 6 TEACHERS

T R A N B Y

Soon we will be in Year 7
Incursions were amazing, they got us out of class
Xylophones were played in music

A N N U A L

Year 6 was such a blast
Excellent Math games like Numero were played
Adventures we had
Rainy days we played inside

Year 6 STEM
YEAR 6 STEM

We enjoyed making items in STEM.
It was good fun playing and building
different things. We investigated
food sustainability and made a
greenhouse, aquaponics system
and built different things with the
Lego Mindstorms EV3s. Here are
some reasons and things we found
interesting and fun with STEM
projects.

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

We started the year by learning some
science skills. We ran an experiment
on growing mould and learnt to write
scientific reports. We then started on
some bigger projects.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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GREENHOUSES
To begin with, making objects out of
wood (woodwork) was fun. We found
unique ideas for greenhouses on the
internet and we designed our own.
We then put our ideas together and
started building our greenhouses. We
made them out of wood, brought in
different items that would make plant
pots and most groups used plastic to
cover the greenhouse. We tried to reuse
as many parts of our greenhouses as
we could. We left them for a few weeks
to months, lots of them tumbled over,
some survived, but soon we had to take
them down.

AQUAPONICS SYSTEM

LEGO MINDSTORMS ROBOT

In the aquaponics part of STEM,
we learnt about how fish produce
nutrients that feed the plants and how
plants filter the fish waste products
out of the water. We had to bring in
recycled items, such as plastic bottles in
an old fish tank. We used these for our
tanks. We constructed our plant holder,
put clay pellets in our plant holder and
then put a plant inside it. We then put
our fish in the tanks and named them.
After that, we wrote a reflection and we
took them home, but some people left
theirs at school. They all have happy
homes now! This class was fun, we
enjoyed it a lot.

When we started to make our Lego
Mindstorms Robots, we had to make
one that only moved backwards,
forwards, left and right to learn the
basics of the robots. Eventually, we
were told that we could make a robot of
our choice. My group decided to make
a colour sorter. It took a few lessons
to make and a few tests to make sure
it was going correctly, but then it was
done. We had made a colour sorter that
was fully functional, it scanned the
bricks, then we put in a system, which
when it reached eight bricks, it would
sort them into piles – you could only
use four colours. It was fun to play with
and fun to make.
Alexander Welsh, Adam Pannett,
Ashton Hill and Baily Ryan Year 6

A N N U A L
C O L L E G E
T R A N B Y

YEAR 5 STEM

N AT H A N M U N N S ST E M T E AC H E R

If you haven’t heard about STEM before, it
stands for Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics. Over the last five years, STEM related
occupations have grown 16.5% and 1.6 times
faster than non-STEM occupations. With this trend
expected to continue, the Australian Government
and Tranby College place a high value on education
in this area.
STEM education is about bringing the individual
STEM areas together in a meaningful and engaging
way to solve problems. The core STEM skills that are
developed when studying STEM are problem-solving,
creativity, critical analysis and teamwork.

This was the first year of Year 5 STEM at Tranby.
Each term the students worked on a new project
which related to the skills they were learning in the
classroom. Some of the projects that students worked
on were laser cutting and light, dance robots, 3D
printing adaptations and colonies on other planets.
The students were excited to use new technology to
make unique and creative solutions to the problem.
A highlight of the year was watching the students
dancing with their robots they had coded to Can’t
Stop the Feeling.

T R A N B Y

Year 5 STEM

T I M E S
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Year 5 Camp
YEAR 5 CAMP

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

In the first week of Term 2, the Year 5
students attended a four-day camp
in Busselton. Set on the picturesque
beach of Geographe Bay on Caves
Road, the students were housed in
comfortable dorms – just a stone’s
throw from the water.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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During their time in Busselton they
participated in a whole variety of
bonding and team building activities.
They went caving, challenged
themselves on an extended walk along
the coast and visited the historical
Busselton Jetty. At base camp, students
spent their down time playing cricket
on the oval and basketball with their
peers. Mrs Atkins was in good form with
the cricket bat and many runs were
scored through the mid-wicket and
square-leg boundaries. The children
enjoyed a whole variety of team and
problem-solving activities and the
beach games were highly competitive,
especially the sandcastle building
competition and the flag race finals.
The Busselton camp was self-sufficient,
meaning that the teachers would cook
and prepare meals for the students.
Miss White and Mrs Russell provided
many nutritious meals for staff and
students which were enjoyed on the
picnic tables and grassed areas as
we looked out at the ocean. It was
an extremely successful camp, with
memories that will last a lifetime.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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Year 5
YEAR 5

5C POEM

Sasha’s hair is often wind swept and she adores Potato Man,
Adam is a beast at Taekwondo and his moves could rival Jackie Chan.
Alyssia enjoys talking up a storm and is an exceptional sprinter,
Hayden’s competitive during basketball and has a clumsy dog named Wynter.
Leah is a sewing master and is known for her beautiful long hair,
Georgia is very clumsy but is kind and often falls off her chair.
Cameron invented the Crikey Café and he’s also known as King John,
Charlie entertains the class with puns and he’ll endeavour to catch a Flygon.
Victoria always wears beautiful earrings and lights up the room with her smile,
Toby is the next Olympic swimmer – he could easily swim the length of the Nile.
Isaac is a rising cricket star always hitting the next milestone with ease,

T R A N B Y
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Caden’s our future geologist and is well known for his iconic sneeze.
Eva is the next Picasso – she also has a keen interest in parrots,
Jamie really enjoys a good meme and would devour a truck load of carrots.
Zac thrives when making origami – he was a more than a worthy opponent during chess,
Lachie’s basketball skills are so smooth some say he has a lot of finesse.
Declan is an amazing writer; however, his water bottles often invade the classroom,
Danny’s typing skills are like The Flash, he would love to visit an ancient Egyptian tomb.
Hannah has been described as a born leader – her skills often seen in netball,
Ryan has more energy than a lightning bolt taking speckies during football.
Rayan is the crafting king – his designs always blow me away,
Arabella’s writing is out of this world – I wish in Year 5 she could stay.
Alex’s smile lights up the room and her kind nature keeps her classmates in joy,
Sarah has been a great new addition – her presence her classmates enjoy.
Abigail will soar as high as the clouds – she enjoys when we work altogether,
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Mrs Russell is the glue in Year 5 she is what holds us together.
Miss Beattie has also had the best time and fits in so well with ease.
Year 5 has been so wonderfully fun and we really don’t want it to end,
Best of luck in Year 6 my amazing Year 5s, you really have been a godsend!

T R A N B Y
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Mrs Coombe has loved this class so much she doesn’t want them to leave,

YEAR 5C

5G POEM
Ava really loves birds – her favourite is the parrot,
Katie’s obsessed with veggies she loves to munch on carrots.
Tala’s dream is to play basketball all day under the burning sun,
Ivan tends to spew out puns he thinks it’s really fun.
Maiya’s the best at swimming – she whizzes through every race,
Archer loves to play cricket until he’s quite red in the face.
Troy is quite the gamer – he pulverises everyone,
Honey is super helpful – she always gets the job done.
Chase P is quite the dreamer – he really loves to sleep,
Chase R is a risk taker – he always takes the leap.
Skyla is a gymnast – her body is made of elastic,

Niamh is the class clown – she makes us laugh ’til our belly aches,
Ben is a basketballer and he wins with ever shot he takes!
Elliott is a chicken nugget hater – who knows what they contain?
Lewis is an IT whiz – every shortcut he can explain.
RJ is obsessed with rugby – the touchdowns he makes never end,
Charlise is so kind – she is a really lovely friend.
Luca is so good at footy – he is really quite the champ,
Scott’s very cheeky – he really is a scamp.
Chase H really loves books – he is one of our class nerds,
Zoe is an artist – her art is too good for words.

C O L L E G E

Ella is super at running – she is always on the go.

T R A N B Y

Daisy is awesome at netball – she scores with every throw,

A N N U A L

Ria is a potato lover – she thinks they are really fantastic.

Matthew’s thing is Roblox – he destroys all the rest,
Mr Gray’s our awesome teacher – he really is the best!
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Writing credit to Ria Sharan

YEAR 5G
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YEAR 4 CAMP

Year 4 Camp
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C O L L E G E
T R A N B Y

Canoeing on the dam is exciting and fun.
Always learning until the work’s done.
Magical time with our friends and teachers.
Plenty to share about our great camp features!
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Running, walking, great dancing too.

T I M E S

and rescue,

T R A N B Y

Food is fantastic and team games are crazy.
Our dorms are great when we’re feeling lazy.
Unbelievable activities, zipline, disco, search

A N N U A L

Yay, it’s time for the Year 4 Camp!
Everyone’s excited, we say in a chant!
Always lots of really great fun,
Ready or not, here we come!

Year 4
YEAR 4

M I S S M I L L E R, M R TAY LO R A N D M R S P L AC K E T T Y E A R 4 T E AC H E R S

Congratulations to each of our
amazing students for completing
Year 4.

T R A N B Y
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We have had a very exciting year with
lots of wonderful adventures and
learning opportunities. Highlights
of the year have included the Year 4
camp, a visit to Scitech, the Dancesport
social, sports carnivals and sharing our
learning at assemblies.
The students have all worked incredibly
hard in their learning of new concepts
and have continued to build effective
communication skills for their social
and emotional wellbeing. They have
worked hard to enjoy learning through
meaningful and engaging hands-on
activities. Well done to you all.
It has been a pleasure to teach such
an amazing group and we wish each
of you the very best for a bright and
successful future.
Best wishes.

T R A N B Y
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YEAR 4M

YEAR 4T
T R A N B Y
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Year 3
YEAR 3

3B POETIC PONDERERS, KIND KIDS AND BEAUTIFUL MINDS...
Alexander – bookworm, guitar player, Fortnite gamer.
Alexis – jazz dancer, book lover, ocean swimmer.
Blake – goal kicker, drum basher, push-up star.
Charlotte – broccoli eater, netball player, baby whisperer.
Cooper – wave rider, rope climber, art creator.
Dylan – chocolate muncher, story listener, good helper.
Emily – animal lover, long track runner, joke teller.
Estelle – speedy speller, calm runner, singing star.
Harrison – present giver, friend carer, rugby beast.
Jaxon – stunt rider, maths whiz, AFL player.
Kaelan – STEM explorer, Minecraft gamer, dog lover.
Mackenzie – gymnastics star, chihuahua walker, times-tables genius.

C O L L E G E

Oliver – soccer player, dachshund trainer, maths wizard.
Rhys – book reader, tee-ball player, maths learner.

T R A N B Y

A N N U A L

Ibaadat – ice-cream licker, spelling lover, art maker.

Xanthe – HASS expert, humorous communicator, caring friend.

Taylor – bird whisperer, mars bar muncher, human calculator.
Troy – spaniel lover, piano player, spelling wizard.
Tyson – track sprinter, Lego builder, soccer ball kicker.
Zoe – number cruncher, animal carer, chatty talker.
Mrs Plackett – hard worker, creative baker, generous spirit.
Mrs Bray – mint slice gobbler, animal lover, thankful teacher.

T R A N B Y
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YEAR 3B

3D
Mrs Davison – tea spiller, jelly bean giver, busy performer, sticker deliverer,
bell ringer, work helper, terrific dancer, nice teacher. By 3D
Lachlan – sport lover, good runner, neat writer, naughty listener.
Talay – chatty talker, mess maker, brave performer, successful worker.
Naimgh – great swimmer, sport lover, best cleaner, non-concentrator!
Reece – art lover, big chatter, funny joker.
Agatha – messy writer, funny performer, division hater, great sleeper!
Charlie – sport lover, medal holder, try scorer.
Sammy – friend maker, song singer, drama master, book reader.

Tiyana – chair unstacker, Mathletics winner, violin squeaker, avocado hater.
Declan – Maths master, smart thinker, great speller, messy cutter!
Hamish – sport lover, video gamer, Maths master, soccer player.
Aiden – late arriver, line avoider, book lover, violin hater.
Juiliana – art lover, sensible sitter, beautiful writer, hard worker.

T R A N B Y

Emily – scholarship winner, times-table lover, late night studier, neat writer.

C O L L E G E

Bonita – hard thinker, teacher helper, great performer, crazy actor.

A N N U A L

Will – hard worker, mindset builder, problem solver, art hater.
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YEAR 3D

3R MEMORIES
3R has had a fun-filled year with memories that will last a lifetime.
We were keen to explore a new curriculum as independent learners
and we looked for challenges. We continued to build on our
friendships and we were excited to form new ones! Miss Rate is
extremely proud of all our efforts and we are excited to see what
Year 4 has instore for us.
Let’s reflect on some of our fondest memories from this year:
• We made it through our first ever NAPLAN.

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

• We were given our very own iPad and enjoyed using applications such
as Mathletics, Spelling City and iMovie.
• We participated in our first swimming carnival.
• We explored Earth and Space and we visited Scitech.
• We dressed up for Multicultural Day.
• In our incursion we heard about Australian animals and some of us
even got to cuddle them.
• We played in our new playground and enjoyed our huge oval.
• We created sun dials, performed experiments with popcorn and made
icy poles in Science.
• We made passports and explored our neighbouring countries.
• We looked into the ways foods and fibres are produced in Australia.
• We created our very own science television show on our iPads.

T R A N B Y
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• We used our amazing writing skills to create engaging narratives.
• We competed in lots of sporting events including the cross country and
the athletics carnival.
• Some of us even went to the inter-school carnivals.
• We played drama games and explored different elements through
creating our very own skits.
• We wore our pyjamas to school and lazed in the Multi-purpose Hall
with our favourite books.
• We enjoyed yet another Tranby Day and got very wet on the dunking
machine.
• We rediscovered our love for Roald Dahl through our novel study of
George’s Marvellous Medicine.
• We had lots of fun performing on stage in our assembly items.

YEAR 3R

T R A N B Y
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Year 3
YEAR 3
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Year 2
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YEAR 2

2H
MY FAVOURITE THING ABOUT TRANBY…
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Adam – making new friends and meeting new people I
don’t know.

2 0 1 9

Angad – making new friends and playing outside.
Anna – is that I have lots of friends and like all my
lessons.

T I M E S

Ava – is doing Science, especially when we made boats.
I like painting and drawing in Art.
Charlotte – is my teachers and my friends.

T R A N B Y

Cody – is playing ‘will you buy my donkey’ in Drama.
Danielle – making new friends.
Faustina – is that there are lots of art exhibitions,
colour runs and we get to meet new people.
Felicity – I like doing Drama.
Jack – making new friends and playing sport. I also
enjoy learning with teachers.
Jagger – is doing my favourite subject, English.
James – is playing after school.

YEAR 2H

Jenson – is playing and having a snack at recess.
Jessica – having Miss Hancock as my teacher.
Joshua – are the specialists, especially sport with Miss
White.
Kai – is spending time with my mates at lunch time
and spending time with the teachers and caring about
people.
Kelsey – is doing fun activities.
Maisie-Grace – I like helping my friends.
Naomi – Miss Hancock teaching us stuff.
Nathan – I like playing handball and making friends.
Nicholas – I like doing Drama.
Scarlett – playing on the playground and doing letters.
Sianna – learning with Miss Hancock.
Tahlia – making new friends.
Xavier – I like the playground and the monkey bars.
Zoe – when we make cookies and stuff like that.

2T
MY FAVOURITE THING ABOUT TRANBY…
Alexander – we all make friends and do lots of work. I
like that we do our activities as well.
Avah – I like that we have really nice teachers and
specialist teachers and we learn all sorts of different
stuff.

Grace – everybody is nice and the teachers give us
the right level of work. The best part of Tranby is how
lovely everyone is.
Heidi – the teachers are kind, my friends are kind and
the work makes me clever.
Jackson – I make new friends. We help each other and
everyone works hard.
Japveer – I would choose my amazing teachers
who care about my progress. I love the grounds and
excursions.
Jesse – is that there are lovely teachers and that they
set work for us at just the right stage and I like that
there are lovely playgrounds.
Kian – I like the activities for example, Indonesian
Market Day and Tranby Day. I like learning about the
olden days at Tranby.
Layla – Music, Drama, good friends, great teachers,
Cross Country, sport and that my house is close to it.
Leilani – we have lots of different cultures and we have
lovely teachers.
Lexie – the teachers are helpful and I like the specialist
subjects. The teachers are generous. I love the trees and
the playgrounds.

YEAR 2T

Lola – all the teachers are lovely and I like Music, Art,
sport and swimming lessons.
Luca – I learn interesting things. I have lots of friends
and the teachers are really nice.
Maverick – I like Indonesian Market Day, I liked my
magnetic monkey and my whacky wand.
Maya – the school is very educational and the teachers
teach the kids lots of stuff.
Niamh – the teachers are very nice and I have good
friends.
Patrick – there are lovely teachers and good play
equipment. We make friends and there are good
specialists.
Rory – my favourite thing about Tranby is the garden
and we have good specialist teachers.
Samuel – we have nice teachers, we learn good stuff
and do lots of work.
Tyler – the stuff that I like about Tranby is Maths,
Drama, Music and PE and all the lovely friends.

C O L L E G E

Eloise – there are lots of lovely teachers and a nice
playground and my favourite activity outside of class
is sports.

T R A N B Y

Elizabeth – there are lots of new subjects and friends. I
like Geography.
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Darcy – we do lots of work and keep on learning about
new stuff. We have lots of fun.

T I M E S

Brandon – the teachers teach us lots of things so when
we grow up, we are smart.

T R A N B Y

Ben – we meet new friends and we go to swimming
lessons and sport.

A N N U A L

Beau – the teachers are very nice and give us work that
they think is good for us.

Year 1
YEAR 1

M R S S H AC K L E S A N D M R S B AT T Y E A R 1 T E AC H E R S

Year 1s, we have loved being your teachers and helping you to learn
and grow together. Keep striving to do your best and we know you
can achieve whatever you wish!

YEAR 1B

WHEN I GROW UP, I WANT TO BE…
Aathira – a librarian because I love to read and I would like to read to
kids every day.
Akinbowale – a spy because I can sneak around and do spy rolls.
Amelia – a masseur so I can help people and fix them when they are
in pain.
Amity – a scientist so I can make potions and explosions.
Ansuri – a robot maker so my robot would clean up my house.

A N N U A L

Chloe – a police officer because I can run really fast.

T R A N B Y

Carmen – a famous singer because I love singing and I am really good
at it.

C O L L E G E

Bailey – a scuba diver so I can discover new sea creatures and find
sunken ships.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S

2 0 1 9
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Chayse – an artist so I can become famous and have a statue made
of me.
Connor – a ninja so I can be strong and save people.
Devon – a palaeontologist because I love dinosaurs.
Ethan – a hip hop teacher because they do really cool moves like the
helicopter.
Georgia R – a ballerina because I am really good at dancing.
Georgia S – a dolphin trainer because I will be able to teach them lots
of tricks and raise money for charities.
Hayden – a race car driver because I want to win trophies and earn
lots of money.
Helena – a art teacher so I can teach kids how to make amazing
artwork.
Hudson – a ninja because I have great ninja moves.
Hunter – a marine safety officer so I can stop oil getting into the
water and save the sea animals.
Isla – an art teacher so I could teach the children how to do art and
have lots of fun.
Jack – a mad scientist because I am very good at maths.
Jobie – a race car driver because I love speed and would drive for
Ferrari racing in New York and Hollywood.
Keelan – a police officer because I am really good at fighting and I
would like to arrest people.
Lola – a fashion designer and ride in a limo to work every day.
Mali C – an artist who takes care of animals and paints their pictures
to raise money to look after them.
Marshall – a famous soccer player because I want to be rich and buy
a Lamborghini.
Max – a racer because I want to drive the fastest car on earth.
Michelle – a doctor because I take care of people and make sure they
are not sick.
Nate – a race car driver so I can be the fastest racer.
Nelson – a toy designer so I can create the best toys in Australia.
Neve – a pet shop owner because I think everybody needs a pet.
Samuel – a spaceship designer because I want to invent the engine
that can go at light speed and travel to Saturn.
Shaan – a policeman because I want to catch all the bad guys and put
them in jail.
Tait – a zookeeper because I want to look after all the spiders.
Taylah – an artist because painting and making things makes me feel
happy.
Thomas W – an artist so that I can paint beautiful pictures.
Tommy H – an engineer because I want to build stuff and have a
mansion.
Zoe – an astronaut so I can see if there is any life on any other planets.

YEAR 1S

T R A N B Y

T I M E S

2 0 1 9
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T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

Pre-primary
PRE-PRIMARY

PPMC
MY FAVOURITE PART OF PRE-PRIMARY WAS...
Amelia – the alligator swamp because the alligators were so squishy.
Aria – the pirate ship because I like the costumes.
Dean – the pirate ship because I like dressing up.
Indi – writing because it is fun.

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

Jack – the alligator swamp because the alligators are stretchy.
Kody – playing in the alligator swamp because there were black
alligators.
Lenieke – to play horrible baby with Myah in the playground because
it is fun.
Loki – the Duplo because I like building.
Madeleine – the Post Office because I like to post letters.
Ollie – the crocodile swamp because of the crocodile slappiness.
Oliver – the Duplo because I like to build cool stuff.
Raman – feeling the crocodiles because they were slimy.
Reece – the rainforest because the elephant was fun to play with.
Sienna – Subway because I liked making sandwiches.
Stella – playing in the dinosaur world because you could get dinosaurs
out of eggs.
Taylor – learning about our senses because the goop all smells lovely
like lavender.
Tia – the alligator swamp because I liked touching the slimy alligators.
Mrs McClements – exploring and learning about story writing.
The children developed their narrative writing skills and became
independent story writers.
Mrs Rose – working in such an inclusive environment. It was
wonderful to see such understanding and acceptance from everyone
in our class.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S

2 0 1 9
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Jax – the Duplo because you can build lots.

PRE-PRIMARY MC

Alicia – playing with the babies because I like being the day care teacher.
Duke – planes because they fly.
Eithan – making robots because it makes me feel happy.
Elle – playing with dolls because it is fun.
Felicity – making paper planes because it is fun.

A N N U A L
C O L L E G E

MY FAVOURITE PART OF PRE-PRIMARY WAS…
Alexis – playing with the babies because I like changing them.

T R A N B Y

PPW

Harrison – the teachers because they help me.
Joel – maths because it makes you smart.
Kai – craft because it is fun.
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Leo – the iPads because they are fun.
Lucas – playing with the Mobilo because I can build loads of things.
Manasa – being the ‘Handy Hero’ because you take the lunch orders.
Samantha – learning new things because it makes me smarter.
Stella – playing with the babies because it is really fun.

PRE-PRIMARY W

T I M E S

Lara – being the ‘Handy Hero’ because it is super fun.

T R A N B Y

Kobi – making a bunch of things because I like to make things.

2 0 1 9

Khushnaaz – the queen dress-up because it has flowers on it.

Kindy
KINDY

KINDY 1

WHEN I GROW UP I WANT TO BE…
Alexandra – a vet, because they look after animals and animals are my
favourite pets.
Anna – a babysitter, because I have never been one before.
Austin – a builder, because a builder builds stuff.
Brooke – a queen, because I’d like to be a boss.
Donovan – a racer, because I love Formula 1.
Emilia – a Santa’s Elf, because I think it will be lots of fun.
Estella – a babysitter, because it’s fun and you get to look after babies.
Ethan – an environmental scientist, because I love my Mum and she
works there.
Gabrielle – a mermaid, because they are pretty.
A N N U A L

Grace – a girl, so I can hang out clothes.

C O L L E G E

Isabelle – a sister, so I can cuddle the baby at night.

T R A N B Y

Georgia – a sister, because I get to help Mummy.

Nate – in the Army, because my Daddy goes there.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S

2 0 1 9
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Hannah – a hairdresser, because I do my Dad’s hair and I make him
look like a real boy.
Hayden – a farmer, because I want to.
Kapish – a fireman, because they help people.
Logan – a news reporter, because I am good at doing the news.
Luca – a builder, because they build houses and stuff.
Ryder – a Dad, because I will love going to work.
Vincent – a builder, because they get to build stuff like houses and
toys.

A N N U A L

Bani – a police officer.
Benson – a doctor and a buggy racer.
Dylan – 44 years old.
Elodie – Elsa because I want magical powers.

C O L L E G E

WHEN I GROW UP I WANT TO BE…
Audrey – a firefighter so I can use the ladder and fire truck.

T R A N B Y

KINDY 2

Fiona – a police officer so I can help people if they are hurt.
Franky – a spider catcher because I love spiders.
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Isla – a vet so I can fix animals and find out what’s wrong with them.
Jamie – a fireman but the one who tells everyone what to do.
Jessy – a firefighter because I want to rescue people.
Joelene – a nurse or dentist to fix people and help them to be healthy.
Liam – a diver so I can see what happens under the water and swim
with the dolphins.
Lucy – a mum.
Matilda – a drawer who draws important stuff that people can build.
Milly – a diver and feed penguins.
Theo – a spaceship builder.
Travis – a zookeeper because I love animals.

T I M E S

Honor – a teacher because I love to learn.

T R A N B Y

Heath – an engineer to build cars.

2 0 1 9

Gabriel – a police officer so I can jail someone.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S

2 0 1 9
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Senior
School

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

Senior School
Curriculum
SENIOR SCHOOL CURRICULUM

DAWN DAVIS DEAN OF STUDIES (7 – 9)

C O L L E G E
T R A N B Y

In the classrooms, there has been
a buzz of activities to enthuse the
students in their Learning Areas. There
were various activities ranging from
Medieval Night to Build-a-treehouse to
Languages Night, where parents could
witness students learning.
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Upon entering Year 7, students began
their first week of school and transition
by attending a one-day orientation,
the day before school started to
meet their mentor, receive their new
laptop and place their booklist items
in their lockers. This year we also
welcomed Mrs Kerrie Miller from
Junior School, who played a pivotal
role as an education assistant for many
students. Throughout the year students
participated in various activities
to assist in their transition, such as
tutorials designed to develop their
organisation skills and online digital
citizenship skills – all designed to help
them become adaptable 21st century
learners.

We introduced the practice of electives
being completed on a term-by-term
basis for the Year 7s to allow them to
experience as many of these electives
as possible. In addition, Dance was
offered to boys and a guest dance
teacher was utilised to teach the boys
hip hop. We look forward to seeing
more students embrace the many
subject choices and opportunities that
Tranby offers. Such was the success of
this initiative that several boys have
chosen to continue Dance in Year 8.
They also demonstrated the skills
they had learnt at the end of the year
presentation assembly, which was a
huge success.

T I M E S

This year’s transition program allowed
the students to complete a full
immersion experience. New students
from external feeder schools were also

invited to attend. They experienced
some of the elective subjects that they
will encounter in 2019, met their Heads
of House, their subject teachers and
completed some activities that they
might experience in a typical lesson.
By using the facilities of the Recreation
Room, the students left at the end of
the experience excited to be starting
Senior School in 2019.

T R A N B Y

We recognised that Year 7 is a
significant entry point into the
College and a robust orientation
program has been developed to
ease the anxiety often associated
with starting Senior School. Years
7 – 9 are a mixture of many emotions
for children throughout their high
school years. Particularly for a new
Year 7 student where they initially
have to manage an extensive range
of emotions ranging from fear and
anxiety to excitement and curiosity,
which can all take place in that very
first week of starting Senior School.
The Year 7 experience at Tranby
has explicitly been designed as a
transition year to Senior School.
Students often comment that the
thing they look forward to the most
is the moving from class to class and
the new responsibilities that starting
high school involves.

A N N U A L

ANTHONY BRITZA DEAN OF CURRICULUM AND STAFFING; DEAN OF STUDIES (10 – 12)

Senior School

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

SENIOR SCHOOL CURRICULUM CONTINUED...

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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Another new initiative was the
introduction of a variety of preselective subjects for Years 9 – 10
students was also implemented.
These subjects have been designed to
allow students to develop the skills
and knowledge which are reflective of
each student’s interests and abilities.
The subjects offered this year were
Business, Childcare, School of Rock and
Independent Living. Our curriculum
constantly evolves to meet the
emerging challenges of the future.
The Year 9 students toured Sydney
and Canberra and learnt how the
history and democracy of Australia
has allowed us to develop into an
inclusive, modern and multicultural
country. This tour could not have been
as successful as it was without the
support and dedication of the key staff
who attended. Our personal thanks are
extended to Dr Massey, Ms Florance,
Ms Pearson, Mdm Chabbert and Mr
Munns, who attended the tour with
Mrs Davis.
The students who embraced our
new elective choices demonstrated
the growth of skills and knowledge
not seen in the regular Australian
Curriculum. It was great to see our
students and staff embrace this
opportunity and we were both very
proud of our School of Rock coming
together to form a band to perform at
the immensely successful production
of Back to the 80s. This was another
example of the authentic and rigorous
learning we experience at Tranby
College.

In Years 9 and 10 our students talk
more about their future. An earlier
focus on careers occurred in Year 9,
with visits from special guest speakers
and students attending Murdoch
University to experience and learn
about the opportunities available to
them when they finish their schooling.
These opportunities set the seeds of
thought for them to begin thinking
about the possible pathways to take in
Years 10 – 12. In Year 10, the students
increased their specialisation of their
elective areas in preparation for
study in Years 11 and 12. As the year
progressed, the Year 10 students turned
their attention to their course selection
for Year 11 and beyond. Ideas were
stimulated by our trip to the Careers
Expo and the Construction Futures
Centre. Then, through meetings
between students, parents, families
and the Dean of Studies, our Year 10
students chose one of four pathways
which comprised of six courses and
certificates from the 40 that Tranby
offered for 2020. These pathways give
our students the focus and guidance to
work toward achieving their individual
goals and dreams. Students interested
in pursuing a trade were able to elect
to study the TrainingDirect pathway
applied to study a VET certificate
through TAFE or one delivered by
Tranby staff in the areas of Business,
Childcare, Sport and Recreation or
Visual Art. Our TAFEReady pathway
provides our students with the best
possible combination of courses and
certificates to maximise their chances
of successfully being offered a position
at TAFE. Students in this pathway
choose from a combination of ATAR,
General and Certificates and are

encouraged to look at which choices
will allow them to gain the highest
possible marks against the points
system used to select students for
study in the more competitive TAFE
courses. As we prepared for 2020, more
than 80% of this year’s Year 10 students
elected to study for a pathway that
will lead them to university study after
Year 12. Our UniDirect pathway allows
our students to choose four or more
ATAR courses with their remaining
choices coming from General Courses
or a VET Certificate delivered by the
College. Students have selected from
a wide range of courses including
ones that Tranby has traditionally
been recognised as a Top Performing
School by SCSA – Biology, Business
Management and Enterprise and
Psychology.

Over the past year, the Senior School
has been developing a relationship
with Curtin University. Curtin is the
largest university in WA. It is recognised
as being one of the world’s top 50
universities under 50 years of age. We
are excited to announce, in conjunction
with Curtin, our latest pathway –
UniReady. Students in the UniReady
pathway will study four of Curtin’s
tertiary preparation units over two
years in addition to their choice of ATAR
or General courses or VET Certificates.
Upon successful completion of the
four units, students will be able to
apply for a course at Curtin University
with a nominal ATAR of 70. We are
incredibly excited about this project
and look forward to seeing the further
strengthening of our relationship with
Curtin in 2020 and beyond.

Curriculum
A N N U A L
C O L L E G E
T R A N B Y

It is not knowledge, but the act of learning,
not possession but the act of getting there,
which grants you the greatest enjoyment.
– Carl Frederich Gauss
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As we move forward into the new decade
of the 2020s, we must continue to foster
student confidence, initiative and
leadership skills. By continuing to develop
a holistic approach to their education,
students will become ambassadors
for change through their connections
in the community both within and
beyond Tranby, to the natural world and
humanitarian values. Staff will continue
to reflect and improve on developing our
learning and teaching outcomes across
the curriculum, pedagogy and learning
spaces. This will provide us with a strong
platform on which to build our programs
in the coming years.

T I M E S

Year 12 is always a year of challenge for
students. As they grow and mature, they
take on more responsibilities, such as
employment or driving and they also
must balance their school work. After
the ball, the Year 12 students started
the year of ‘lasts’ – their last ever school
swimming, cross country or athletics
carnival, their last assembly, last
chapel, last Tranby Day and their last
day of compulsory schooling. While the
prospect of future study, employment or
travel is exciting, we know that there is

always some hesitation or trepidation
for next year. We are proud of our Year
12 students. We look forward to hearing
about their plans coming to fruition and
how they will contribute to our local and
global communities.

T R A N B Y

In Year 11, our students embraced the
challenges and rewards that come
with individualised choices in Years 11
and 12. They sat their first lot of three
hour examinations and discovered the
requirements of competency-based
courses. We offered two different levels
of Outdoor Education courses and are
excited about the development of this
area. Also, for the first time, Tranby had
more than one language offered for
study at an ATAR level and look forward
to seeing French and Chinese develop
further next year.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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BUDJAR
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T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

2019 SENIOR SCHOOL HOUSES
BILU

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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MARRA

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

KARLA
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Senior School
SENIOR SCHOOL FUN
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T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

Mathematics
MATHEMATICS

BUILDING A TREEHOUSE PROJECT

As part of the Year 7 Measurement and Geometry
strand, students were tasked with designing a
treehouse.
Working in pairs, they had to develop a model where
the base did not exceed 900 square centimetres. Using
any available material, they then had to construct
the design and present their calculations and costing
through a poster or PowerPoint presentation.
During the presentation day, parents were invited to
attend. Those who came were delighted to see the
output and the well-prepared presentation.

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

STUDENTS’ REFLECTION

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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We really enjoyed this project as it was mathematically
challenging and hands-on. From the planning to the
practical building, our minds were put to the test
and challenges were faced. Our creativity really
blossomed as we could personalise our treehouse as
much as we wished to make it unique to us and our
preferences. Finding the real-life materials was a
challenging aspect as well, but with perseverance, we
found the perfect products. Going into this project, we
were slightly nervous about the outcome because we
didn’t really have any ideas that stood out to us or a
specific structural plan we wanted to follow, but we
learnt that not having a solid idea isn’t all bad, as our
creativity really developed during the making of the
treehouse model and we found ways to incorporate
our ideas as we went along and personalising it was an
aspect we really enjoyed.
Anika Di Lallo and Meisha Garrod Year 7

A N N U A L
T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

English
ENGLISH

The nature of the learning activities
in English took on many forms,
with students being given plenty of
ways in which to demonstrate their
understanding and engagement. One
such example was in Year 7 where
students were able to present a guide
intended to save the fantasy genre in a
form of their choice. There were some

Tranby students achieved pleasing
results in the annual NAPLAN testing
early in the year, with many students
performing favourably against the
national average. The data acquired
through this standardised testing was
helpful for teachers in their efforts to
plan differentiated learning activities
shaped to target specific skills and
competencies in the classroom.
General English students in Years 11
and 12 examined some challenging
texts from a range of contexts and
cultures. In these courses, students
demonstrated their understanding
of key course concepts in myriad
ways, from the creation of colourful
and reflective comic book pages that
provided social commentary on the
worlds in which they live, to more
traditional essays, articles and reports.
Those on ATAR pathways in Years 11
and 12 were afforded the opportunity
to critique and reflect on their society
and other contexts through the study
of a diverse range of texts. Animal
Farm by George Orwell did much to

For staff and students in the English
Learning Area it was a year of change
and evolution. We welcomed new
staff members and introduced some
new and refreshing ideas. The Tranby
English narrative will continue its
development, with 2020 set to be
another exciting chapter for our
students.

2 0 1 9

inspire the political minds of our Year
11 ATAR English students and Orson
Scott Card’s Ender’s Game particularly
seemed to engage those who read with
a more scientific lens. ATAR English and
Literature students critically engaged
with a range of texts from all manner
of contexts, including documentaries,
poetry, stage dramas and feature
articles on some topical issues and
challenging concepts. They also
attended the Curtin University English
and Literature Conference where they
attended seminars and lectures that
helped consolidate their classroombased learning and immersed them in
the potential experience of studying at
university.

T I M E S

Students explored the pages of a
range of texts and completed a
number of task types as part of their
learning experience. The Learning and
Resource Centre was used to great
effect with most students making
weekly visits to the library as part of
their learning programs. Each class
read at least one class novel in Years
7 – 10, with most year groups also
studying a stage drama as part of their
English programs. Year 10 students
grappled successfully with William
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet as an
introduction to some classic literature
for those going on to study English or
Literature in Year 11.

innovative ideas and interpretations
presented and the students had lots of
fun with the task.

T R A N B Y

English lessons at Tranby College in
2019 took on a wide range of forms
with staff and students participating
in many events, excursions and
opportunities throughout the year.
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Humanities
and Social
Sciences
HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Popular Australian job seeking
service, Seek, has aggregated the
following list of the top five in
demand skills by employers:

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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adaptability
analytical thinking
proactivity
empathy
resilience

In a recent talk entitled Soft Skills,
Big Impact: Setting High School and
University Students Up for Success,
University of Western Australia
Associate Librarian, Glenis Jones,
named the following skills as essential
for school leavers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reading and notetaking
writing skills
oral presentations
working in teams
examination techniques
research skills and referencing
digital dexterity
higher order thinking
time management
effective communication skills
independent learning and
motivation

Students who study Humanities
and Social Sciences from Years 7 – 12
enjoy unique experiences to develop
these skills across a range of different
contexts. Following is a small sample of
activities from this year:

HOLOCAUST INSTITUTE OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Every year, the Year 11 Modern History
General and ATAR students are
privileged to attend the Holocaust
Institute and learn first-hand the
powerful stories of tragedy and
survival experienced by those who
were persecuted. While the subject
matter is confronting, it is always a
significant visit which reminds every
one of the importance of equality for
all people. This year, students and staff
met a survivor of the Holocaust who
inspired us all with his stories about
the kindness of strangers. His life was
saved by families who risked their
own lives to save his. Henk was one of
seven siblings and all of them survived,
thanks to the bravery of those who
would not stand by and do nothing. It
was an unforgettable day for all.

YEARS 7 – 10 CIVICS AND
CITIZENSHIP
Students discussed democracy and the
impact they can have on local and state
decision making processes. Throughout
the year, the College welcomed
City of Rockingham’s Baldivis Ward
Councillor, Matt Whitfield; Federal
Member for Brand, Madeleine King MP
and Kim Smith who is a behavioural
psychologist working for The Greens.
Students were thoroughly engaged to
see the connection between problemsolving, their voice and participation in
the democratic process.

GEOGRAPHY
In Years 11 and 12 Geography, students
completed a range of field work
activities designed to deepen their
understanding of the environment
and the different industries which are
interconnected to it. Students went to
the Swan Valley region to learn about
wine as a commodity. They also visited
Roleystone to learn about bush fires
and strategies to both prevent and
subdue them. Year 12 students visited
Cockburn to learn about sustainable
development, while other students
enjoyed a sustainability presentation
on the topic of future planning in
Mandurah. The diversity of these
experiences speaks to the wide range of
opportunities on offer in Geography.

A N N U A L
C O L L E G E
T R A N B Y

In Year 9 HASS, students participated
in a replica United Nations Day which
centred around a replica General
Assembly. Each student selected their
nation and researched its economy,
system of government, politics, defence
and culture. The students took on the
persona of their nation and debated
resolutions about nuclear proliferation,
minimum marriage age, climate
change and global economics. They
were able to consider the history of
their country in arguing for or against
these resolutions but were also able
to take on their country’s current
geopolitical mindset. As the day passed,
the students started to discern which
nations were seen to have more power,
particularly through who was and was
not included in the UN Security Council.
It was an amazing day and the students
were able to sharpen their public
speaking, problem solving, negotiation
and collaborative skills.
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YEAR 9 HASS: UNITED
NATIONS DAY

These are but a small cross section of
the hands-on, relevant and engaging
activities we do in HASS. We aim to
help our students understand their
world and discover their capacity to
shape it. The skills that are learned
across Geography, Economics, Civics
and Citizenship and History are
transferrable skills. They have the
power to enrich students personally,
socially and in terms of their future
opportunities in education and
employment.

T I M E S

Students put their entrepreneurial
skills to the test by operating a stall
during lunchtimes. Students needed
to identify a potential area of demand
in the market and then cater to that
demand through the development
of an innovative product or by using
an existing product. Students needed
to learn about the complexities of a
retail environment and consider how
to make a profit from their stall. They
had to work in teams and communicate
effectively. The term-long project was a
success and all profits were donated to
the Disabled Surfers Association WA.

YEAR 8 MEDIEVAL NIGHT
A sensational display of Knights,
Vikings and plague doctors descended
upon the Humanities block when
students immersed themselves in
the Middle Ages, demonstrating their
understanding of the world as it existed
between 500 AD to 1500 AD. Students
completely engaged themselves by
exploring the impact of the feudal
system, weapons, the importance
of allies and the beginnings of the
democratic system.

T R A N B Y

BUSINESS ELECTIVE
YEARS 9 AND 10

LANGUAGES
INDONESIAN

IBU LEE INDONESIAN TEACHER

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

INDONESIAN CLUB
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Every Wednesday lunchtime, a group
of enthusiastic students came to
the Indonesian room to participate
in Indonesian Club. This year, we
particularly enjoyed watching an
Indonesian sitcom called Kelas
Internasional, which is all about
international students. Even though we
didn’t understand everything, we were
surprised that we understood a lot!

INDONESIAN MARKET DAY
Students from the Indonesian Club
designed and created spinning tops (a
traditional children’s game) with the
help of Mr Munns. These were sold at
Indonesian Market Day in the Junior
School. They also organised a great
polaroid photobooth which featured a
real becak, a traditional pedicab.

KOMPETISI KLIP KLIP
Kompetisi Klip Klip is a Western
Australian Indonesian language
competition, which acts to encourage
creativity in students and to encourage
students to expand their speaking skills
in Indonesian. Tranby students were
successful once again this year!
For the Years 7/8 category, Keira Bender
and Alyssa Shackles in Year 8 were
Runners Up. Their video was about two
ladies at a beauty salon having their
nails painted. They were awarded $200.
Our Year 9 team of Evie Mestrovic
and Erin Bullivant won the Years 9/10
category. Their video demonstrated a
role play of students who won a holiday
to Indonesia and the fun they have over
there. They were awarded $300 for the
Years 9/10 category. They also were
the overall Middle School winners and
received an additional $300.

INDONESIAN JAKARTA VISITING
STUDENTS
A large group of students from Jakarta
visited the school during Term 2.
They thoroughly enjoyed the Tranby
experience. They were impressed by the
friendliness of their volunteer buddies
and the kindness of all the teachers.
This was a valuable experience as it
opened students’ eyes to how similar
teenagers can be from all around the
world!

YEAR 10 TELECONFERENCING
SESSION
Year 10s enjoyed a few sessions of
teleconferencing with SMAN5 Surabaya
students to discuss in Indonesian a
few different topics. It was interesting
comparing what bands and singers
were quite popular in Indonesia
compared to Australia.

MIKKI J FEATURING V1MAST
CONCERT
All Indonesian students attended
the Michael Jakarimilena concert at
The Lakes Theatre. It was another
wonderful show and, this time,
featured another musical group called
V1Mast who played their traditional
instruments, which were mixed with
modern pop.
“My favourite part was when Mikki
J sang Salam, because it was a very
catchy song with lyrics in English as
well as Indonesian. I enjoyed when
V1Mast performed Aku Bosan because
it was a very loud, enthusiastic song.
It was also funny when Mikki J ‘hit
the woah’ because it is a funny trend
that is starting to pass. He was very
entertaining to watch. It was funny
when Mikki J let a couple of the
audience members sing his songs
with him on the microphone because
everyone (especially the girls behind us)
were really enthusiastic and wanted to
take part.”
Alicia Cusick Year 7

YEAR 8 TASTE TESTING LESSONS
In the lead-up to Languages Night,
Year 8 students learnt about food, food,
food. Term 3 was by far the busiest
time for languages and the favourite
term for the Year 8s. They were able to
try making a few easy recipes such as
jus alpukat. It was very entertaining
watching the reactions of the students
in both experiencing the unique fruit
called durian (the spiky fruit)!

Languages
At the beginning of Term 3, we had a
French exchange student stay with my
family. It was an amazing experience
and we did so many things with her.
We went to Caversham Wildlife Park in
the second week she was here. Eva loved
going to the wildlife park and seeing
all the beautiful Australian animals.
Although the exchange came with some
challenges such as the language barrier,
Eva became a part of the family and we
were all very upset when it was time for
her to go. Having Eva stay with us not
only helped her improve her English, but
it also helped me improve my French.
For anybody who may be thinking
about hosting an exchange student in
the future, I highly recommend it. It is
an awesome experience, where you can
learn a new language, learn about their
culture through you teaching them
about yours and most importantly,
building a new friendship.
Erika Meyering Year 10, hosted Eva Granier
from 19th July – 21st August 2019

CLASSROOM MURALS
Towards the end of year, some talented
Year 7 and Year 9 students painted the
famous French fictional characters,
Tintin and Milou, Astérix and Obélix,
creating a long-lasting décor for their
peers to enjoy.

FRENCH BUFFET – YEAR 7
To celebrate the end of their first term
of learning French, the students in Year
7 all brought French food. We set up
a buffet and tasted some camembert
and baguettes, crêpes and even a
homemade tarte Tatin. The bravest
students tried the mouldy blue cheese,
Roquefort.

CRÊPES AND PAIN PERDU
COOKING SESSIONS
At the end of every term, students
experienced cooking and tasting crêpes
and French toasts called pain perdu, as
a rewarding practical lesson for their
hard work in class throughout the year.

YEAR 8 LANGUAGES NIGHT
To celebrate Languages Week, the Year
8 French and Indonesian students
hosted an international dinner to be
shared with their families. Students
dressed up in Indonesian traditional
clothing, French flag outfits and berets
– they also performed a song. This was
another successful night.
A Parent’s Perspective
I wanted to take the opportunity to
thank you both for a truly fabulous
evening. We don’t get to do much in high
school with the kids getting older and
this was a lovely opportunity for the

Annika Dargatz, parent of Delany Scott

C O L L E G E

Year 8

WHY LEARNING A LANGUAGE IS
AMAZING?
Learning a language allows me to see
the world from different points of views.
Learning a language allows me to think
differently and have brilliant new ideas.
Being able to think in different ways
allows me to open new opportunities
and learning a new language allows me
to have amazing opportunities such as
going to Indonesian concerts. Learning a
language allows me to think freely and
lets me to see the world in a new light.
This new light shines on how beautiful
the world is and how amazing it can
be. It shows us how diverse this world
can be, but also how similar it can be.
Our world is beautiful and learning a
language shows me that the world is
even more beautiful than I thought
before.
Lorelei McNally Year 8
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Here is what Erika wrote about her
experience hosting Eva:

In Term 4, the Year 8 students
completed a project on the Eiffel Tower.
After researching one of the world’s
most visited monument, they created a
3D tower. We had some amazing results
that, once again, showed our students’
engagement in their learning.

parents and kids to enjoy time together.
It was a great evening and a laugh; a
great balance in terms of keeping the
teens interested and encouraging them
to look after us as well. I loved doing this
with Delany. I hope you continue it for
future years.

T I M E S

Every year, Tranby welcomes French
exchange students who come to
Australia for a month to discover a
different culture and improve their
English.

3D EIFFEL TOWER PROJECT

T R A N B Y

STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
– FRENCH

T R A N B Y

NADÈGE CHABBERT FRENCH TEACHER

A N N U A L

FRENCH

Science
SCIENCE

Additionally, some of our students
demonstrated their practical skills
out in the field on a number of camps
and excursions. These included the
Year 11 Biology Camp at the Dryandra
Woodlands, an excursion to the Harry
Perkins Research Institute for the
Year 12 Human Biology students, an
excursion to the zoo for the Year 12
Psychology students and a Year 12
Integrated Science excursion to sample
and test water quality at a number of
sites in the local area.

HERE IS WHAT SOME OF THE
SCIENCE STUDENTS HAD TO SAY
ABOUT THEIR YEAR…

T R A N B Y
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Many of the year groups learnt to use
new scientific equipment with some
highlights being the Year 7s obtaining
their Bunsen burner licenses and the
Year 8s learning to use microscopes,
through to some of the Years 11 and
12 students who were able to gain
pipetting and gel electrophoresis
experience through the BioTech out of
the Box program.

T I M E S

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

It was another year, full of exciting
opportunities in the Science
Department, the students engaged
in Science across the disciplines
of Biology, Chemistry, Physics,
Psychology and Earth and Space
Science. Students were involved in
a variety of learning experiences
including practical activities,
experiments, excursions and camps.

T R A N B Y
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In Science we learnt about renewable
resources, forces, classification,
states of matter and the solar system.
Throughout the year we did various
science experiments and were able to
get our Bunsen burner licenses. During
the year, I enjoyed learning about new
exciting topics in our Science classes. My
two highlights were getting to design
our own animals, coming up with Latin
names for them, building a catapult
and having a competition to see whose
catapult could go the furthest and
highest. Overall, I had fun and it was an
interesting year.
Rihana Shaik Year 7

Throughout Science, the Year 8 cohort
learnt about human and animal organ
systems, the difference between animal
and plant cells and the structures
that make them up, elements and
compounds, heat and energy transfer,
the rock cycle and the Earth’s structure.
The many experiments we did, including
the hands-on rock identification
practical also gave us perspective to
the notes we had written and using the
Stile app was a huge help in solidifying
our understanding of these topics. A
highlight of the year had to be using the
microscopes to observe the different
cells and their various organelles!
Aydin Simatos Year 8
At the start of a school year, my brain
often thinks ahead about what we are
going to do that year. Year 9 Science was
a very interesting year and we learnt
lots of new topics. It surprised me with
the number of topics that we covered
and there was a big jump between Year
8 and Year 9 Science in the content. Year
9 Science enabled students to learn more
about how their body functions, how
electricity works within a circuit and
how the world is filled up and made up of
atoms. My favourite thing was learning
about how the body works – this was a
new topic that was intriguing. Learning
about how my body works and how
it reacts to different stimuli kept me
wanting to learn more.
Lowell Osborne Year 9
In Year 10 Science we learnt about
Evolution and DNA in Biology, Motion
and Space in Physics and the Periodic
Table and rates of reaction in Chemistry.
My favourite part of Year 10 was Biology
because it was really interesting to learn
how we are made and why we look the
way we do. One of my favourite things
we did was an experiment where we
crushed up a strawberry with chemicals
and extracted its DNA.
Tayla Jones Year 10

A N N U A L

MUSIC
At Tranby College, music is a vital,
indeed an essential, part of our modern
school curriculum. All students in the
Music class learn to play an instrument
and benefit from their knowledge
and skill reading and writing music
notation.
It was an exciting and memorable
2019 in the Music Department. The
introduction of our own School of
Rock has proven to be immensely
successful, with the biennial College
production, Back to the 80s, being
testament to this. As a member of an
ensemble group, students learn how
to function optimally in a small group
environment, having to either lead or
follow.
The Vocal and Instrumental program
continues to thrive through the
support of a group of talented and
experienced tutors, inspiring our music
students to develop and showcase their
superb gifts and talents. Numerous
outstanding performances by the vocal
ensembles continued to bring delight

Throughout 2019, Music students
performed at a continuum of
important College events such as Year
12 Valediction, Tranby Day, various
assemblies and our Christmas Concert.
Congratulations to the students who
participated in the Australian Music
Examinations Board which forms part
of the University of Western Australia,
receiving excellent results for these
rigorous assessments.
It was uplifting to notice Year 7 Music
students recognising a variety of
famous classical works through their
investigation of classical music used in
films while Year 8 students broadened
their knowledge of all the well-known
and longstanding musicals performed
throughout the world.

Years 9 and 10 students continued their
studies of classical and contemporary
music through listening, analysis and
composition. They investigated the
cultural, historical and social impact
of music from Early Rock to the Second
British Invasion. With the School of
Rock comprising of students from
these particular year groups, specific
knowledge of this genre resulted in the
students correct stylistic interpretation
of the pieces performed in the
production.
The Year 11 and Year 12 Music courses
required students to listen, compose,
perform and analyse music, developing
their skills to confidently engage
with a diverse array of musical
experiences, both independently and
collaboratively. It was a privilege to
work with a group of such talented
and dedicated musicians delivering
outstanding performances throughout
the year.
Australian conductor and music
educator, Richard Gill, sums up the
academic benefits of music: The
very things that promote literacy and
numeracy are the arts, beginning with
serious arts education in the early
years. If we want a creative nation,
an imaginative nation, a thinking
nation and a nation of individuals, then
we must increase the time for arts
education, especially music education.
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to our students, parents and the wider
community. Our 2019 College Captain,
Callum Benzies, the lead vocalist
and guitarist for the band, Asparagus
Soup, has been responsible for many
performances at youth events, in and
an around Perth. By the same token,
Hannah Chen, 2020 College Captain,
is to be congratulated on her position
as violinist in the Western Australian
Youth Symphony Orchestra, requiring
her to attend weekly rehearsals in
Perth as well as the multitude of
performances delivered to our wider
community.

T I M E S

Music education aids the development
of crucial learning capabilities,
develops excellent memory skills,
has powerful and positive effects on
student behaviour and school culture,
contributes to the development of
Australian culture, and prepares
students for jobs in the creative
industries.
Music Council of Australia.
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Senior Art
SENIOR ART

LOUISE HARDWICK VISUAL ARTS TEACHER

The Visual Arts students in Years 7 –
12 have had another successful and
exciting year exploring different art
forms and creating some amazing
artworks. In Year 7 students explored
portraiture and created a tonal and
painted self-portrait. Perspective
and printmaking was the theme for
Year 8. A Street Art inspired artwork
commenting on ‘Teenagers and
Technology’ and a cubist inspired
mixed media still life were created
by students in Year 9. In Year 10
students researched how art can
change the way we see the world
and produced a still life artwork
that created spatial ambiguity.
Following this, the Year 10 students
produced a visual representation
of one of the Seven Deadly Sins. The
Year 11 students explored a range
of themes, producing portraits

that revealed more than a physical
likeness, artworks that explored
their generational identity and
artworks that explored the gap
between what is real and imagined.
The Year 12 students created artwork
that responded to the theme ‘The
Youth of Today…’, ‘What keeps you up
at night?’ and ‘The Body’.
The College production provided an
opportunity for students in Years 7 –
12 to be involved in painting the sets
in an abstract 80’s style. Bright pink,
green and blue dominated the art room
alongside circles, triangles and squares.
The students worked tirelessly during
tutorials and after school painting the
abstract design.
Tranby College students’ artistic talents
were recognised in the KIC Youth Art
Awards. Brooke Lightfoot was Runner
Up in the Visual Arts Category with her

artwork, Flesh, following the exhibition
the artwork was purchased by Avivo
for display in their Rockingham office.
Chantelle Carr was awarded a Highly
Commended for her artwork, Drowning.
Other students who were selected
for the exhibition and had equally
impressive work on display were
Alana Mossman, Gemma Prentice and
Jennifer Lyndon-Smith.
In all year groups students have worked
with commitment, enthusiasm and
diligence to create artworks that
demonstrate their talent and creativity.
Congratulations to all the Visual Arts
students for another successful year
and I look forward to working with you
again in 2020.
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Senior Dance
SENIOR DANCE

JESSICA GEORGE DANCE TEACHER
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The Tranby College Dance students
have had many opportunities to
grow as dancers, with excursions,
workshops and performances
throughout the year.
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Dance students from Years 7 – 12, had
the exciting experience of performing
in the College Production of Back to
the 80s, at the Koorliny Arts Centre.
The Years 11 and 12 ATAR students
participated in contemporary
workshops with Co3 to prepare them
for their practical examinations. They
also attended live performances by Co3
and the WA Ballet, along with the Year
10s and Academy students. The Dance
Academy students performed for the
KIC Awards, where they received high
praise for their engaging performances
– they also attended an incursion with
dancers from the WA Ballet. The Year
7 boys had workshops with a local
hip-hop dancer, where they learnt skills
to apply in their own choreography.
All these experiences are not only
enjoyable for Dance students to
participate in, they also help to widen
their knowledge and understanding of
The Arts.
Thank you to the many families and
friends for supporting the Dance
Department throughout the year, it
is greatly appreciated and we look
forward to another exciting year in
2020.
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Senior Drama
SENIOR DRAMA
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GEORGIE PERROTT DRAMA TEACHER
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The students have worked
incredibly hard this year to produce
creative works in Drama. The Year
7s created their own circus and
mime performances, with some
showcasing their work at the
Christmas Concert. The Year 8s
developed performances for the
Junior School in the styles of Reader’s
Theatre, which involved having to
consider a set and costume suitable
for the location. We had great
feedback from the Junior School
classes and look forward to doing
this again next year. The Year 9s
studied Ancient Japanese Kabuki
theatre and the Year 10s have devised
their own performances surrounding
the themes of homelessness and
family violence.
The Years 11 and 12 ATAR and General
students attended several excursions
to analyse live theatre, including
works by Bell Shakespeare, WAAPA and
Riptide Theatre Company. They have
worked incredibly hard to produce
performances for other students of
their set texts, having one site specific
moving performance that began in the
Tranby vegetable garden and one set
up in the Chapel with full use of the
lighting, set, costume and sound.

We also had some of our Senior School
students selected for a weekend of
work experience with Black Swan
Theatre Company in the State
Theatre Centre. This was a fantastic
opportunity that involved them
meeting members of the company and
taking part in workshops with industry
professionals.
The year ended with a collection of
monologues performed at sunset on
the lawn by the nature playground.
Families and friends brought picnics
to share while they watched the ATAR
students bring their quirky characters
to life.
Thank you to all the students, staff
and families that have supported the
Drama Department this year. I can’t
wait to see what 2020 brings for Drama
at Tranby.

The Food Lab produced some
amazing culinary delights
throughout the year. Students
have put their best efforts into the
practical lessons and have been
rewarded with some delectable
food to take home and enjoy.
The commitment students have
demonstrated to their course work
was evident on a weekly basis
through the theory and practical
assessments that they completed.

The Hospitality students prepared and
served food at many events including
lunches for staff at the swimming
and athletics carnivals and serving
morning tea at Vibe Lifestyle Village
in Baldivis. A highlight was cooking
dinner for the families in residence
at Ronald McDonald House. Students
were also rostered on a weekly basis
to serve coffee at the Tranbeans Café.
Many staff, parents and students were
grateful for their morning beverages.
The Year 12 Hospitality students are
to be congratulated for all achieving
their Certificate II in Hospitality, having
completed 12 competencies over two
years. The Year 11 Hospitality students
have made terrific progress this year
and will complete their certificates

at the end of 2020. The Year 11 Food
Science and Technology students
have started on a two-year journey,
investigating the different properties
of food and how it influences food
choices. Analysing their food products
according to sensory and physical
properties, has opened up a bit more of
the science behind cooking.
The Years 9 and 10 classes produced
some fantastic work, most notably
the High Tea experience for the Year
9 classes and the Two Course Meal
Assessment by the Year 10s, where
guests were invited and treated to a
delicious lunch.
In Years 7 and 8 the students had a brief
stint in the Food Lab, investigating
the nutrient content of the foods they
produced and ate, using food models.
Whilst students obviously enjoyed the
practical classes a lot more than the
theory classes, their raised interest in
nutrition was good to see.
Many thanks to Mrs Clews and Ms
Vrossink for their support of the
students and staff throughout the year
and well done to all the students who
gave their best efforts.

A N N U A L
C O L L E G E
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In 2019, the Years 7 and 8 students had a very brief
opportunity to experience Textiles. By applying the
Technology Process components of investigating,
designing, producing and evaluating, the Year 7
students went on a journey to learn some basic
hand sewing stitches, which culminated in the
designing and making of a pin cushion. The Year 8
students applied the same process to make fantasy
creatures using a frog template, some turned into
very interesting and appealing projects.
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The Year 9 students were introduced to textile
printing on fabrics. They created and printed their
own designs on a fabric of their choice and then
sewed their projects using the sewing machines and
overlockers. For many students it was their first time
being exposed to the equipment in the room and they
thoroughly enjoyed producing their work.
The Textiles tutorial has also given other students who
were not time-tabled for Textiles, the opportunity to
be involved in various activities to master or improve
their skills in embroidery, knitting, crocheting and
sewing.
All-in-all, Textiles proved to be an area where students
could enjoy a calm and relaxing atmosphere, while
being creative and learning new skills.

A N N U A L
C O L L E G E
T R A N B Y

During the two-year period students
were required to complete nine
competencies and accrue practical
hours at the Tranby Day Care Centre.
A big thank you goes to the supportive
staff who generously gave their time
to support the students and their
learning. A highlight for both year

This year we offered a Childcare class
for Year 9 and 10 students who focused
on a wide variety of areas relating to
the subject. This included families,
child development, first aid, nutrition,
designing model playgrounds and
activities to enhance learning for
younger children. Students worked
individually and in small and large
group settings. I have been impressed
with the standard of work throughout
the year and it has been an absolute
pleasure to teach the students in this
subject area.

T I M E S

groups included visits to Ronald
McDonald House where the students
enjoyed and engaged in meaningful
activities with the children who were
residents. The Tranby students went
out of their way to be inclusive and
positive.

T R A N B Y

CLARA GREEN CHILDCARE TEACHER

It has been wonderful to observe
the enthusiastic and positive way
that students embraced the learning
opportunities within the Childcare
classes this year. Tranby College
offered the Certificate II in Community
Services Childcare for Year 11 and 12
students. Resilience and commitment
ensured that the Year 12s all completed
the competencies required to be
awarded a Certificate II in Community
Services. The Year 11 cohort made great
progress and will complete their final
requirements of this two-year course
in 2020.
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CERTIFICATE II COMMUNITY
SERVICES CHILDCARE

MEDIA
CLAIRE HARTSTONGE MEDIA TEACHER

Throughout the year in Media,
students engaged in various theory
tasks and productions to learn
how the media works as a mass
communication model and the role
of the audience in responding to
media work.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
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MICHAEL McCRACKEN
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES TEACHER
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It has been a productive year in Digital
Technologies. In Year 7, students were introduced
to Photoshop as a tool to manipulate images and
explored the features of Excel spreadsheeting. In
Year 8, they engaged with binary number systems
and began to experiment with algorithms, the
development of code and simple game design. Year
9 students began by exploring the components of
a digital system and selecting computer hardware
to meet the needs of a user. They investigated
spreadsheets and databases as a method for
organising and accessing information. In the final
section of the course, they learned the basics of
JavaScript language using App Lab.
Year 10 students explored the world of Information
Technology and Computer Science.
Through a mix of online research and interactive
learning, they learnt about foundational topics
like compression and image representation. They
explored the technical, legal and ethical questions
that arise from computers enabling the collection
and analysis of big data. Finally, students explored the
fundamental topics of algorithms and programming
as they learnt to programmatically draw pictures in
App Lab.
In Year 11, students were introduced to system
design and development, computer programming
and network communications. They discovered
how computers manage data and control the flow
of information across a system. They explored how
this method of control can be manipulated through
algorithms and computer programming. Finally,
students developed a broad understanding of network
devices and topologies and developed practical
solutions to networking scenarios.
Year 12 students experienced system design and
development and reinforced their understanding
of digital systems and communications. From their
previous exploration of the Software Development
Life Cycle (SDLC) and system design, they applied
their skills in real-life scenarios, to develop
practical solutions. This involved creating entity
relationship diagrams, data flow diagrams and the
application of pseudocode to develop algorithms.
As a final investigation, students explored network
communications and their application in different
practical situations.

Students in Year 7 had a great time
learning how to use the green screen
to make themselves fly through the sky
or dance under the sea and to create
a representation of the College. These
students learnt skills with cameras and
editing software which will help them
in many contexts throughout Senior
School. The concept of ‘representation’
is an important one which they will
continue to familiarise themselves with
as they learn about how the media and
communication works.
Year 8 students have also explored
representation in learning how to
create heroes and villains in their
productions of superhero film trailers
and trailer recreations on a budget.
This is the beginning of learning about
the business of media and how controls
and constraints such as budget affects
productions.
Year 9 students worked with more
advanced software such as Adobe After
Effects to create visual effects in their
productions and experimented with
continuity and sound design, to explore
how this can enrich a production.
Throughout Year 10, students worked
with music videos, documentaries,
genres and popular culture such as
vlogging and video game commentary.
Students continued to learn how
communication works through the
media and how the media functions as
a business.
Year 12 ATAR students busily created
their practical submissions in the
form of an art film or a documentary
and prepared for final exams. These
students worked tirelessly and
enthusiastically and should be very
proud of their efforts!

We ran Engineering in Year 8 for the
first time, and the students enjoyed
designing and creating their acrylic
lights. They studied the engineering
process and how it can be used to solve
problems. They learned how to laser
cut, 3D print and solder electronics
and produced some very impressive
products.

Our Year 10s worked through two major
projects over the course of the year. The
Semester 1 project involved developing a
robotic claw that can pick up and move an
object. In Semester 2, the students made power
banks out of recycled laptop batteries that are
capable of recharging their mobile phones.

In Year 10, students explored the
application of the elements and principles
of design and the importance of a target
audience. Skills and knowledge were
developed using Adobe Illustrator and
applied in the creation of tattoo designs.
Planning and implementation of a
production process was an important part
of the process with students undertaking
the creation of stencils for their designs. In
Semester 2, the role of the target audience
and how advertisers gather information to
ensure products meet the needs and wants
of specific target audiences was explored.
Students undertook an analysis of what
makes effective packaging and applied this
knowledge to undertake their own designs.
Year 11 students developed skills and
knowledge in the concepts and processes
involved in good design. A range of
technical skills was used to explore ideas
and to produce original works, including
the front cover to a book, t-shirt/hoodie
designs and jewellery prototypes.
In Year 12, the concepts of design were
further developed with a focus on the
production process and the underpinning
principles and elements of design.
Students applied these techniques to
produce a range of impressive solutions
for a promotional campaign for World
Intellectual Property Day. In Semester 2,
the focus was on cultural design; students
developed a photographic montage and
implemented each stage of the design
process to create a poster for Harmony
Day that expressed unity, integrity and
inclusivity.

A N N U A L

Graphic Design students completed
a successful year working on the
development, planning and production
of visual communication projects.
They completed a range of activities
that gave them the opportunity for
creative exploration and innovation.
The emphasis was on communication of
ideas, values, beliefs, attitudes, messages
and information to different audiences
and for different purposes.

The Year 9 students studied bridges, learning
about compressive and tensile forces and used
this understanding to model and construct
a bridge. At the conclusion of the semester,
they applied loads to the bridges to determine
which team had built the strongest structure.

C O L L E G E

This year students used engineering
skills of critical thinking, creativity,
collaboration and problem-solving
through various engineering
contexts to complete a task.
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MICHAEL McCRACKEN
GRAPHIC DESIGN TEACHER
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Outdoor
Education
OUTDOOR EDUCATION

BELINDA FREAP OUTDOOR EDUCATION TEACHER

2019 saw the expansion of the
Outdoor Education Program, with
the addition of Outdoor Education
General in Year 11 and an Outdoor
Education elective in Year 10. This
resulted in a very busy year with
camps, excursions and activities.

The Year 11 classes started with an
introduction to orienteering at Settlers
Common before heading off on an
expedition style camp. Students were
challenged as they hiked over five days,
walking 60kms along beaches and
through the stunning Karri Forest. They
also connected with local Indigenous
culture through a tool-making and
cultural workshop and contributed
to the local community with a beach
clean-up.

The Year 10s also set off early in the
year hiking, riding, canoeing and
camping in the beautiful Margaret
River region. This camp was designed
to give students a taste of the variety of
activities they could choose from when
they planned their own camp later in
the year.

The Year 12 class consolidated their
learning while completing their first aid
before wrapping up two years’ worth
of study to achieve a Certificate II in
Outdoor Recreation. Congratulations
to the Outdoor Recreation Class of 2019
for achieving these qualifications.
Semester 2 included a variety of
expeditions and activities as the Year
11 Outdoor Recreation class headed
to Nannup to tackle a challenging
mountain biking program and the
Outdoor Education General class

battled adverse weather conditions
while canoeing on the Blackwood River.
The Year 10s were busy preparing for
their final camp – an action-packed
week on Rottnest Island, which
included a 30km ride from Baldivis to
Fremantle to catch the ferry. The Year
10 students challenged themselves
with a variety of activities including
snorkeling, a campsite clean-up,
quokka research and an amazing race
around the island.
On behalf of the Outdoor Education
students I extend a thank you to all the
staff involved in Outdoor Education
at the College, the staff who attended
camps and helped to support our
students and also to the staff back at
school who make this all possible.
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Year 7 Camp
YEAR 7 CAMP
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During Week 3 of Term 1 we were
fortunate to attend Year 7 Camp at
Woodman Point. The weather was
beautiful, our spirits were high and
excited chatter filled the air, as our
bus departed the College grounds.
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The first stop was Aqua Jetty where we
began the first of our many activities,
the swimming trials, which would
help with signups for the upcoming
Inter-house Swimming Carnival. It was
a warm day and everyone was keen
to complete their swims and show
their swimming abilities in the various
events.

After enjoying lunch with our mentor
group, the bus again departed, this time
for Woodman Point Recreation Camp
at Coogee. Upon arrival we settled into
our dorms and had some free time
for sport, exploring the campsite or
chatting under the big tree.
After this our activities began and
the next two and a half days were
filled with archery, rock climbing, raft
building, canoeing and cycling along
the coast. The evenings allowed time
for a movie night and an Amazing Race
activity at twilight.

There was something for everyone to
enjoy and going around in small groups
provided a great way for us all to bond
and make new friendships.
Everyone enjoyed the experience, there
was lots of great feedback about the
food and the only complaint was that
the camp should have been longer, as
we all were having so much fun.
We thank the teachers and staff for
attending the camp with us.
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Year 8 Camp
YEAR 8 CAMP

The Year 8 Cohort attended an adventure camp at
Mornington. We were blessed with fine weather
and great food. Students participated in and
enjoyed a range of activities. It was great to see
them push themselves beyond their comfort zone
and succeed.
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The day started with breakfast and then we got
ourselves ready for a full day of activities. First, we
had the mid ropes course where we had to climb a
harnessed course, then a low course where we had
spotters. I attempted both and I would say I did well.
We then had bush biking which everyone was nervous
about because we heard there were lots of hills
involved, but we only had a couple of stacks, none of
them too bad!
The next morning, we packed up as much as we could
before our last activity, my group had crate climbing
which was a very interesting experience. After
everyone had a go at climbing as high as they could,
we started the games. The first game was trying to
score a shot in the basketball hoop, the next scoring
into a crate and the last one a blindfolded climb. My
team lost the first two games but the last was worth
five points. We won overall.
After a sausage sizzle lunch, we all piled back into
the bus and headed home. I’m pretty sure most of us
caught up on the sleep we had lost the night before.
The camp was fun and I think it will be one we all
remember for a while.
Tayah Smallacombe Year 8

MARRA
Year 8 Marra had a great time and conquered many
fears during camp. Our first impressions of Mornington
were that we were about to have many injuries
slipping on the gravel. One of the first activities we
took part in was crate climbing, which required us to
work as a team and help some members of the group
overcome their fear of heights. As the first day came
to an end, we found that our small number of boys
were sleeping in spacious luxury, whilst the girls were
cramped and fighting for the showers.
Another highlight for our group was the bike riding
which took us on a challenging and scenic bush track.
During the three days at camp, we enjoyed becoming
closer as a mentor group and interacting with the
other Houses. A notable thing to happen was Keira
breaking her thumb during a hectic dodgeball game,
which she coped with in a very brave and resilient way.
We thank Mrs Case for her organisation of the camp
and Mrs Miller and Mr Munns for being our ‘parents’
for three days.
Marra Students
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Sydney
Canberra Tour
YEAR 9 SYDNEY / CANBERRA TOUR

DAWN DAVIS DEAN OF STUDIES (7 – 9)

After much planning, the inaugural
eight-day Year 9 tour to Sydney and
Canberra was held. The students
were very excited leading up to this
major event and it was a big talking
point especially from the start of
Term 3. I was bombarded with many
questions such as, “Who will I share
my dorm with?”, “Who will I sit
next to on the plane?”, “How long
will it take to get there?”, and “Can
we go to Starbucks?”. In the week
preceding the tour, the blue hoodies
with their silver reflective trims were
distributed to the students. This
feature was to ensure high visibility,
especially while moving around with
the general public and when visiting
attractions.
After a very early departure from
Perth, we arrived in Sydney just before
lunchtime and were greeted by our two
bus drivers who would remain with
us for the next eight days. Following a
short lunch stop the students began
their tour by walking across a windy
Sydney Harbour Bridge for some
spectacular views of the city. This was
followed by a walking tour of The Rocks
area and a visit to the Justice & Police
Museum. We then checked in to our
accommodation, the students were
able to rest and retire to bed early after
what had been a very long day and
afternoon of much walking around the
vicinity of Circular Quay.

Day 2 consisted of a tour of the Sydney
Opera House, a visit to Madame
Tussauds followed by a visit to the
Australian Nuclear Science and
Technology Organisation to discover
the science of nuclear power and tour
the research facilities including the
Opal reactor.

The next day we departed Sydney to
travel by coach to Canberra, with a
rest stop on the way before we arrived
at the National Zoo & Aquarium. Our
accommodation for the next five days
was at the Australian Institute of Sport.
During our stay students were able to
tour the facilities used by elite athletes
and take part in some fun activities in
the interactive sports exhibit.
During the next five days we visited
many of Canberra’s major attractions
including the Australian War Memorial,
Parliament and Government House,
the National Gallery and Library, the
Embassy of Indonesia, Mount Ainslie
Lookout, the Electoral Education
Centre, the CSIRO Discovery Centre,
Questacon, Telstra Tower and Mount
Perisher, for a fun day of snow
activities. All the activities were
designed to strongly align with the
HASS, Science, Languages, The Arts
and Mathematics curricula and
complemented the class work that the
students had been completing in their
lessons.

The excursion provided valuable life
skills for the students such as being
highly visible in public scenarios, being
away from their family for an extended
period of time, understanding empathy,
reverence and respect when visiting
the War Memorial and Parliament
House, learning to make new friends in
new environments, leaving technology
at home, using a pay phone and
experiencing the leadership of others.

This tour could not have been as
successful as it was without the
support and dedication of the staff
who attended. My personal thanks are
extended to Dr Massey, Ms Florance, Ms
Pearson, Mrs Chabbert and Mr Munns
who attended the tour with me.
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River
Cruise
YEAR 10 RIVER CRUISE

On Monday 2nd December the Year 10 students left the College
and set off on the annual Year 10 River Cruise, which departed
from the Barrack Street Jetty with Captain Cook Cruises.
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The sun was just setting as they arrived in the city on what was a
beautiful evening. The cruise began with students seated at tables
for dinner and once dinner was finished the tables were cleared
away to make room for the dance floor and the dancing began. A
great night was had by all the students.
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Year 12
Retreat
YEAR 12 RETREAT

On Wednesday 29th May, the Year 12 students took a bus
to Point Walter Recreation Centre for their retreat. The
40-minute bus ride was filled with laughter and music – a
fantastic atmosphere to begin our final school camp. On
arrival, everyone was gathered in the conference room and
given an introduction to the camp by Mrs Lewis. After a short
break for lunch, we all went out for ice breaker activities.
Splitting into four separate groups, we participated in a
range of different activities, including a game of Eagle, Rob
the Nest and Salt and Pepper before finishing off with a Tug
of War. We were all tired yet happy and eager for the rest of
the camp, having had a taster of the fun awaiting us. After a
delicious dinner, we were directed to the conference room
for a quiz night. Quickly splitting into teams, competition
was in the air as each team struggled to answer each round
of questions correctly. The winners were the teachers’ group
but the prizes were given to the highest placed student
team. Following the quiz, we had an hour of free time before
heading off to bed, tired and looking forward to the next day.
Greeted with a stunning sunrise on the first morning, we all
got up at 7.00am for breakfast before a busy day of activities.
There were five activities we would be tasked with over the
following two days; cycling, archery, high ropes, self-reflection
and ultimate sports. High ropes provided a terrifying, yet
fulfilling challenge for those who participated, involving
climbing up various ropes and ladders before being lowered
back down by our peers. An extra challenge was provided for
those willing, consisting of two more difficult roping activities;
a log suspended in the air with no hand holds and a loose wire
with ropes dangling down. Trust was a key component of this
activity. To trust in our friends and peers was imperative to help
us garner the courage to climb and then let go. It was fantastic
to see how close our year group has become over the years, with
so many of us being willing to participate and face our fears.
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The final day was a blur as we flew
through our remaining activities and then
crowded onto the bus to return home.
Stopping at Fremantle for lunch, we split
off into groups and many were suddenly
hit with the realisation that this was it; our
last school camp and once we returned
to school, it was over. Opening the warm
fuzzies on the bus was quite emotional
and there were a few tears as they were
read. Our year group has become close
over the years and it was genuinely
amazing to witness. The Year 12 Retreat
was a huge success and it’s safe to say
that each and every student took positive
memories away from the experience.
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games included building the tallest tower
we could by making use of crackers and
margarine, transporting a Malteser from
one side of a room to another, through
the use of a straw and balancing as many
spoons on an individual’s face as possible.
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The self-reflective activities were a muchneeded chance to wind down from the
busy schedule. Each student was asked to
write a letter to someone who had made
a difference in their lives. Many people
wrote to their family, their future selves,
friends, or anyone they felt had made a
major positive contribution in their life.
We were also able to write ‘warm fuzzies’
to our classmates and the teachers.
Everyone was given slips of paper to write
compliments on and each person had a bag
with their name on to put them in. It was
quite an emotional and nostalgic activity
for many people, involving reflecting on
past memories and situations long gone.
It was almost enlightening in a sense, as
it gave us the opportunity to view past
events in a different light and focus on the
positive influences in our life. After the
day’s activities, we had a few hours of spare
time, in which nearly the entire year chose
to either play or watch a game of cricket,
even some of the teachers were involved,
including Mr Viviers, Miss Sherwin, Mrs
Fogwill, Mrs Lewis and Mr Munns. It was
a fantastic afternoon and great to see
our year come together as one, whether
they were watching, cheering on or
participating. That night, Dr Massey joined
us for a game of Survivor after dinner. He
gave a short speech about how close we
are to our end goal, just 14 weeks away
from graduation. The game of Survivor
presented to us consisted of a variety of
mini games centred around a card based
elimination system. Some of these mini
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BRIANNA D’SOUZA AND BRIAN MUZA BILU HOUSE CAPTAINS
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The first event for Bilu was getting to
know the incoming group of Year 7s.
This involved holding team building
activities where we introduced
ourselves and got to know more about
each other personally. The activities
proved to be a great success and trust
was established between the older
students and the Year 7 students,
making it easier for them to come to us
with queries they might have about the
Senior School.
As a collective, the team spirit and
morale shown by Bilu students during
the year’s various carnivals proved to
be exceptional, with involvement from
a large majority of the House in both

participation and support. As a result,
Bilu has made itself a welcoming and
supportive House for both new and
returning students.
As the year rapidly ends and we take
our leave, we wish the two new House
Captains all the best as they take up
the mantle of leading Bilu in 2020. It is
our belief that as we depart from the
College, Bilu will be left in their safe and
capable hands and we look forward to
hearing about their future endeavours.
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Where do we start!

What another awesome year for Budjar,
where House spirit, community and no
small amount of competitiveness have
been brimming in all House members
since day one.
We had a very positive attitude from
the whole Budjar group making it
an exciting year to step in as leaders.
The co-operation from both students
and staff was outstanding, making
it a comfortable and welcoming
environment, especially for all the new
Year 7s entering the Senior School.
We had strong participation making
it an even better team environment
than previous years. This strong
outcome brought us many successful
sporting victories throughout this
year and we are very proud of Budjar’s
achievements.

Starting with the Swimming Carnival,
Budjar immediately stood out as a
tight knit bunch, all willing to give it
a go, even if it was a little out of their
comfort zone. This is even more true of
the two following carnivals; where the
hard work of all House members paid
off, resulting in first place in both Cross
Country and the Athletics Carnivals.
We are very grateful and impressed by
all members of Budjar for being a kind,
caring and respectful group of people
who have made this year a blast.

We wish the new 2020 Budjar House
Captains the best of luck as they
embark on what will be a truly great
experience and journey, and good luck
to all members of Budjar House for your
future endeavours
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KARLA
ERIN LANDERS AND MARK MOORE KARLA HOUSE CAPTAINS

When applying for the House Captain
position, we were asked “what is the
goal you would like Karla to achieve in
2019?”

We immediately knew we wanted to
increase participation within the House
and we are proud to say we reached our
goal this year and would happily do it
all over again.
Whether it was service, performing
arts, music, camps, cadets or sport,
Karla students participated in high
numbers.
As a result of having almost every
Karla student giving their best efforts
during the Swimming, Cross Country
and Athletics carnivals this year, we
achieved second place overall in each
of these carnivals and significantly
improved our ranking in the House
Shield for 2019.

These results are an incredible
improvement from previous years. They
have shifted the doubts of the other
Houses but, more importantly, our
own House, as Karla showed strength
in numbers, support of each other and
highlighted how much we can achieve
when working together as a strong
team.
Dear Karla House of 2019, it has been
such a pleasure leading you all and we
thank you for your support throughout
the year. We are incredibly proud of all
we have achieved this year.
To the new House group of 2020, have
patience and consistency and success
will come your way. We wish you all the
best of luck for the new year.
All the love.
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MARRA
LAUREN HUGHES-ANDERSON AND CODY JONES MARRA HOUSE CAPTAINS
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As always, “Teamwork Makes the
Dream Work” and that’s what being in
Marra is truly about!
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Each year, the College supports the
Disabled Surfers Association WA by
taking a group of Tranby Year 10 – 12
students to Leighton Beach where they

Marra has a very enthusiastic bunch
of staff and students. I believe that
the key to our success is a mix of
enthusiasm and our teamwork. Marra
is a House that encourages everyone to
participate and try their best, even if it
means that we have to step out of our
comfort zones every now and again.
This is how one grows and becomes a
part of something special.

T I M E S

This year we kicked off a very successful
House barbecue evening. Although
we are a fiercely competitive House,
we also enjoy spending time with
all the other Houses and getting to
know new students and parents. With
music in the background and games
being played it really set the tone for
a good year. During the evening, we
also nominate our respective charities.
Once again, we are proud to support
the Disabled Surfers Association WA.

assist people with disabilities and give
them the opportunity to enjoy a fun
morning of surfing. This is always a very
humbling experience and motivates us
even more to raise funds throughout
the year.
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Marra isn’t just a successful school
sports House but is more like a home
away from home. Just like family, we
support each other and work together
to achieve our goals.
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Cadets
CADETS

BELINDA FREAP CADET LEADER
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It has been a busy, exciting and
action-packed year for the Tranby
College Emergency Services Cadet
Unit. There have been too many
excursions, adventures, camps and
activities to count, but with the
numbers swelling and the addition
of some new staff joining the team in
2019, it has been a year to remember
for both staff and students.
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As a whole unit we ventured to
Dwellingup to swing, climb and fly
through the trees before enjoying
the luxurious grass of Tranby College
for a camp out. On day two we took
advantage of some sensational Term 1
weather and our stunning coastline, to
complete some water-based activities.
The Junior Cadets were treated to an
extra camp at Peel Zoo, with hands on
encounters and activities and a very
noisy night sleep listening to all the
animals in the zoo. The camp wrapped
up with damper making and a billy tea
session at the Dwellingup Discovery
Centre, before we headed back to
Tranby.
Closer to home, Cadets have been
helping our local community by
cleaning beaches and planting
trees, building their skills with
first aid sessions, knot tying, radio
communication and navigation. Our

Senior Cadets have been working
hard to plan and facilitate our weekly
training session, improving their
communication, organisational and
leadership skills.
We have also connected with the
Department of Fire and Emergency
Services through the Baldivis Volunteer
Fire and Rescue team, located next
to the College and students were
delighted to be introduced to Katie
and her dog, Miller, from the WA State
Emergency Services K9 Rescue Squad.
We have been rock climbing,
trampolining and have crashed, bashed
and bumped in bubble soccer and sumo
suits at our end of year celebrations.
We congratulate the following for their
contribution this year, Emergency
Services Cadet of the Year Award –
Grace Moon; Top Senior Cadet Awards –
Tayla Jones and Alix Simatos and Cadet
Instructor of the Year Award – Faye
Capewell.
We look forward to seeing everyone
return, along with some new faces in
2020.
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Service
Learning
SERVICE LEARNING

AMY DAVIS AND CHANTELLE CARR SERVICE CAPTAINS

At Tranby, service is one of the
five values listed in our Mission
Statement: Standing alongside others
and being prepared to encourage,
support and empower. Each year,
students have many opportunities
to get involved in their community
by participating in the large variety
of service events offered to us.
These activities allow students to
make a small difference to the wider
community and feel rewarded.

Term 1 began with a cold and
challenging day at the beach,
volunteering for the Disabled Surfers
Association WA and what great support
we had, with 37 staff and students
attending. It’s always wonderful to
see the Tranby community work as
a team to keep the surfers safe and
encouraging everyone to participate.
Many other service opportunities
are offered to us through the term,
including the popular SOUL Soup
Patrol, which we participate in every
month. Students leave the College

in the afternoon and spend their
evening handing out meals to those
less fortunate in the Rockingham area.
It’s always pleasing to see the number
of students putting their hand up to
take part in this eye-opening evening.
During Week 7, Tranby held the annual
World’s Greatest Shave event. This was
a fantastic day and it was amazing
to see the incredible support that
students gave to their peers. We had
ten Tranby students shaving their
heads or cutting their pony tails off,
along with a few people waxing their
legs, students getting their hair braided
and hair sprayed. A massive $9,066.45
was raised. Thank you to everyone
who supported our students and staff
members. As Term 1 ended, Charlotte
Paul from 3B made the courageous
decision to kindly donate her hair to
the Hair with Heart program. Charlotte
donated her hair so that it could be
made into a wig for children suffering
from cancer. It is always wonderful

to see such bravery and generosity
from a younger member of the Tranby
community.
With the cold weather creeping up,
Term 2 was the perfect time for the
Tranby community to start collecting
items for UnitingCare West Winter
Appeal. The College came together to
donate clothing, food, bags, toiletries
and much more for those in need this
winter. Students from Years 7 – 12
were given the opportunity to join
the sewing for UnitingCare West
tutorial class which enabled them
to develop some sewing skills, while
making beanies which were donated
to the Winter Appeal. The number of
items this class made is a fantastic
reflection on the dedication and care
Tranby students continue to put in.
The Year 10s went on the Salvation
Army Doorways Tour, exposing them
to the difficult lives some people
live. This allowed them to realise
what a difference a kind gesture can
make. Two groups over two separate
days journeyed through the streets

A N N U A L
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Term 3 was another busy term for
Service Learning at Tranby. With
the donations of the UCW Winter
Appeal, a group of Year 12 students
kindly packed these backpacks and
were overwhelmed with the huge
amount of donations received from
the College community, managing to
fill 28 backpacks. Students and staff
also volunteered and fundraised for
the UCW Sleep Rough, where students
spent the night at the College sleeping
on a cardboard box in the Multipurpose Hall and for an hour on the
MPH verandah. It was an amazing
evening and was great to see so many
students participating. Mrs Capewell
took a group of Year 10 students to

Mercy Care on a weekly basis, where
they got on the bus feeling a little
nervous, now knowing what they
were going to do or chat about with
the residents. Then, on the return
trip home they were all asking if they
could go back again the following
week. Bingo was a great hit and they
did an autobiography with some of
the residents, discussing some of
their life stories. On 19th August the
Senior School Certificate II Community
Service students volunteered their
time to read to Junior School students
at Book Week. The Junior School again
participated in Operation Christmas
Child with a total of 64 boxes filled. This
is such a rewarding and memorable
experience that as a student you will
always remember. A group of Year
11 students visited the Vibe Lifestyle
Village in Baldivis, these students were
wonderful ambassadors for the College.

are taken out with the volunteers on the monthly
SOUL Soup Patrol and it is something the clients
look forward to.

Thank you to all the Senior School
students who have cooked delicious
muffins during their tutorial time
throughout the year. These muffins

A massive thank you to Mrs Capewell for all
her hard work and dedication, and for putting
together such an extensive service program.

The year culminated with two more UnitingCare
West events. The Christmas Appeal – thank you to
our amazing community for your donations again
– and a Christmas Card colouring in competition
with the seven other Uniting Church schools.
Congratulations to our two winners: Carmen
Doyle, Year 1 and Lara Naude, Pre-primary.
The participation in Service Learning has been
incredible. This has been such an amazing
year for the both of us as Service Captains. The
willingness from other students to participate has
been overwhelming and we thank you from the
bottom of our hearts for your enthusiasm. Service
is such an important part of Tranby College
and we believe the Service Learning program
is something special to get involved in. As we
graduate and leave the College, we hope students
in future years within the College continue to
participate in service activities.

T R A N B Y

of Northbridge and toured various
facilities that the Salvation Army
support. The students received valuable
insight into the risks and potential
effects of alcohol and drug use and
the reality of financial pressures on
society. No matter how big or small the
contribution is to the service activities
they all make a big difference.
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Junior Art
Exhibition
JUNIOR ART EXHIBITION

GILL KING VISUAL ARTS SPECIALIST
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Thank you also to parents who
attended and showed support and
interest in their children’s efforts and
lastly, well done students on such
wonderful work. The People’s Choice
Award winners were Mali Caruana and
Eva Lings – congratulations!

T I M E S

A big thank you goes to Mrs Hanna who
assisted in the preparation and set up
of work, Ms Smit for taking photos,
Mr Curulli, Mrs Robertson and Mrs
Calver for behind the scene help,

Mrs Taylor who opened the
exhibition, even though she was
on leave and to the Art Captain,
Emily Potter for her lovely words.
Thank you also to Mr Badge and Dr
Massey for their attendance. Special
thanks goes to Mr Smith who built
the perspex case to protect work
and helped us to move items.

T R A N B Y

The official opening of the Junior
School Art Exhibition was held at
the Rockingham Library on 23rd
October and the exhibition was
open for a week. Many students,
parents and community members
visited and enjoyed the variety of
work on display. In the Chinese
calendar, 2019 was the Year of the
Pig, and therefore, there were many
pigs on display, ranging from clay,
papier-mache, paper construction
and painted pigs. There was also a
strong focus on work inspired by the
Indigenous culture.

Senior Art

SENIOR ART EXHIBITIONS
LOUISE HARDWICK VISUAL ARTS TEACHER
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YEARS 7 – 10
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Rockingham Central Library was the venue for both
the Years 7 – 10 and Years 11 – 12 Art Exhibitions, which
showcased a variety of artworks produced by our
students. The exhibitions were opened by Jay Sattell and
Alana Mossman, the 2020 Arts Captains. The students’
dedication, hard work and outstanding effort was captured
in the following statement: “We both know how much
time, effort and preparation goes into any arts discipline.
Countless hours spent developing, practising and refining
the skills for a performance or exhibition. These artworks
are no exception and we would like to congratulate our
very talented students for the amazing artworks on display
tonight.”
In the Years 11 – 12 Art Exhibition, the People’s Choice Award
went to Ella Zadow for her artwork, India – a stunning white
chalk and pencil drawing on black paper.
Congratulations to all the students for another successful year.
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Dancesport
DANCESPORT

Once again, Dancesport has been an integral part of our learning
journey at Tranby.
Each year, Debbie Godenzi from DanceZone WA, coaches the
students from Pre-primary to Year 6. Students look forward to
the lessons each year and they gain so much from the experience.
Throughout the sessions, they learn dance skills, social skills and
teamwork. It is wonderful to see their confidence grow through the
year and how much fun they have with their peers.
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At the end of the Years 4 – 6 lessons, the students are involved in a
social which allows them to have fun with their friends as well as
show off their skills. The evening culminates in a Dancesport display
for the parents. Parents and staff are always so proud of the students
and marvel at their expertise on the dance floor – this year was no
exception.
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Congratulations everyone on a great effort! We look forward to
continuing the Dancesport program in 2020.
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DEFENCE GROUP

CASEY VAN HINTE DEFENCE SCHOOL MENTOR

DEFENCE SCHOOL’S MENTOR
PROGRAM

The aim of the Defence Program
at Tranby College is to provide
personalised support to students
whose parents are in the Australian
Defence Force, by providing them
with opportunities to overcome
challenges they may face as a result
of their ADF family member’s service.
Throughout the year there have
been many opportunities for our
Defence students to interact and build
positive connections, while remaining
strongly integrated within the College
community.

ANZAC DAY
On 10th April, Tranby held its annual
Anzac Day service to commemorate
those Australian and New Zealand
soldiers who fought on the shores of
Gallipoli during World War I, as well
as those who have served and died in
more recent wars. It was a pleasure

to have Seaman Jordan Barber (who
graduated from Tranby in 2014) from
the Royal Australian Navy join us at our
service. His speech about the heroic
and courageous actions of Seaman
Edward ‘Teddy’ Sheean, who served
and made the ultimate sacrifice during
World War II, was highly engaging and
allowed students to recognise everyday
heroes and the impact of their actions
on the lives of others. I also thank our
Defence students who participated in
the service; Kadyn Murakami, Tegan
Ball and Annika Fitzgerald.

END OF YEAR CHRISTMAS PARTY
The Defence students were invited to
participate in our annual Christmas
party. The students had lots of fun as
we decorated Christmas cookies and
made Christmas decorations for our
Christmas tree. Many of our students
were able to build strong connections
and positive networks by interacting
with other Defence students within the
College.

INVOLVEMENT IN COLLEGE AND
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
It has been wonderful to see our
Defence students participate in all
aspects of life within the College
this year through service–based
activities, the school production,
sporting events, Cadets, the Christmas
Concert and school leadership roles.
Their participation and contribution
to the Tranby College community
demonstrates the dedication, passion
and talent of our Defence students.
I am excited to see the growth and
achievements of our Defence students
next year and look forward to seeing
what the Defence Program brings to
Tranby College in 2020.

T R A N B Y

Defence
Group
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Learning
Journey
LEARNING JOURNEY

C H E R Y L TAY LO R

DEAN OF JUNIOR YEARS (3 – 6)

A C T I N G D E A N O F E A R LY L E A R N I N G ( K – 2 )

The Learning Journey in the Junior School was held for the very first time on
Tranby Day. The school was a hive of activity, joy and excitement!

Learning Journey is a wonderful showcase of children’s work and enables students
to talk about, and reflect upon, their learning. It was wonderful to see our students
enthusiastically showing their families around the classrooms.
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The buzz on the day was a delight and I’m sure our families appreciated
participating in both Tranby Day and the Learning Journey at the same time.
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Back to the
80s Musical
BACK TO THE 80s MUSICAL
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From the moment Dr Massey
announced that Tranby was producing
a musical in 2019, we all knew it
was time to get our singing, acting
and dancing skills up to scratch in
anticipation of audition day. The
Performing Arts staff had the hardest
job of trying to fit all the talented
Tranby students into the show, but a
week later the cast was announced. It
couldn’t have looked better – we were
ALL in the Back to the 80s Musical.
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Term 1 was busy and ended with a
full rehearsal day, in which Act 1 was
performed for the first time, in order!
During Term 2, the pressure built, and
we could see the end result of the
musical as Act 2 was coming together.
Come Term 3, the production was really
taking shape. We could finally sing
and dance, which made the teachers
proud, especially after rehearsing Love
Shack so many times. We spent over
80 hours rehearsing, which was filled
with laughter, cringey moments and
crying, but it was an absolute blast.
When it was finally ‘show time’ we
could not have been more excited. The
energy that each student brought to
the performance was incredible and
all their enthusiasm reassures me that
the Arts at Tranby is in safe hands. Back
to the 80s is something I will cherish
forever – I had the time of my life.
Dylan Randall Arts Captain

Back to the 80s was an incredible
experience and not just the performing
side of it all. Being part of the behind
the scenes work was amazing. We were
able to see how a production is put
together and all the work that went
into it! We all worked hard to come up
with a microphone plan as there were
16 microphones and 20 lead actors. The
quick microphone changes throughout
the performance were stressful but
everything came together in the end.
Both staff and students worked hard to
come up with ideas for the lighting to
set a perfect mood for the performance.
We all loved being involved with every
part of this memorable musical.
Chelsea Rose Year 12

Being a part of the musical was
awesome and it just got better and
better with each performance. We
started off by learning individual
scenes and dances and over the months
we watched it all come together. By
the end of our last performance, we
were all so attached to the music and
the characters that we played, that it
felt weird leaving it all behind. Being
involved in this musical was one of the
best experiences of high school and I’m
sure that everyone who was a part of it
would agree with me when I say that
we created a lot of amazing memories
and formed friendships that we will
never forget.
Lauren Hughes–Anderson Year 12
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Tranby
Day
TRANBY DAY

ROXANNE BOWEN TRANBY DAY CO-ORDINATOR

Once again, the students and
staff organised a wonderful day
which started with the Tranby
Day Assembly, followed by House
activities and then the Grand Relay.
Congratulations to Bilu on a fantastic
win. An arrangement of food and
drink stalls with all the old favourites
was enjoyed on the lawns. Activities
such as bouncy castles, a petting
zoo, choc toss, mini golf and The Big
Splash, which was a hit, kept the fun
alive for the afternoon.
The Tranby Awards were presented
at the morning’s assembly with the
awards going to Brooke Spencer Year
6, Bailey Thompson Year 10, Lauren

Hughes-Anderson Year 12 and staff
member, Mrs Justine Roberston, who
received the Tranby Day Award.
Through the generosity of the
community and families of Tranby
College we raised $3,859.79 which
will be equally divided between the
Starlight Children’s Foundation and
SOUL Soup Patrol Rockingham.
The College would like to thank the
Tranby community for their many
donations, help and continued support
on Tranby Day.
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MARKET DAY

IBU STEELE
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Junior School has been celebrating
Indonesian culture and language
by holding an Indonesian Market
Day for 11 years now! This year we
reached a momentous point with
our fundraising, having passed the
$40,000 mark in total funds raised
over those 11 years!
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The Tranby community can be
very proud of this magnificent
achievement! Thank you so much to
the staff, students, families and all the
community that come together every
year to support the markets and make
this event fun for all.
With the funds raised, we will continue
to support:
•

Made Juliantari and Ketut Ligiana
with their education costs through
the Carolia Charity

•

orangutans, gibbons and rhinos
through Wildlife Asia

•

the various projects we are involved
with through Jane Goodall’s Roots
and Shoots program including
the western swamp tortoise and
western ground parrot.

Congratulations Tranby on your
generous support.

STUDENT IMPRESSIONS OF
INDONESIAN MARKET DAY
We celebrate Indonesian Market Day so
we can get a little taste of how Indonesia
works and how people in Indonesia get
their everyday items.
Tammy C 6E
My favourite thing about Indonesian
Market Day was helping sell items to
customers at a bustling market.
Ashton H 6E
My favourite parts from Market Day
were having fun and I am glad and
happy that we helped animals and
students in need.
Lara O 6E
At Market Day I bought a photo, some
rambutan and a juice box. I liked being
able to buy stuff and raise money.
Tyler M 4M
Market Day is about bringing the
Indonesian culture to our school as well
as it’s something fun and different. I liked
seeing my Mum and Lauren and I loved
the picture of Amelie and I went on the
becak.
Violet S 4M
We do Indonesian Market Day because
we need to save the endangered animals
like the orangutans, silvery gibbons and
Komodo dragons.
Lexie C 2T
At the markets I got a tiger, a wand and
magnetic elephant.
Patrick A 2T
My favourite part of Indonesian Market
Day was when we were raising money
for Made and Ketut in Bali for their
school fees.
Joshua S 2H
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Swimming
JUNIOR SCHOOL SWIMMING

JUNIOR INTER-HOUSE SWIMMING
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On 15th February, the Years 3 – 6
students attended the Inter-house
Swimming Carnival. The day was a
success with students competing in a
range of events. These events included
freestyle, breaststroke, backstroke,
butterfly, over and under relays and
freestyle relays.
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For the first time in a long time there was
a tie with the House Shield. It was a close
battle all day but the final two Houses
that drew were Bilu and Karla. Well done
to Marra who won Spud the Spirit Dog, for
cheering loudly as their swimmers raced.
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Bilu
Karla
Budjar
Marra

2,012
2,012
1,994
1,687

Icy poles were a great addition to the day
and kept all students happy and hydrated.
Overall, it was a fantastic way to start the
year with many smiles all round.
Arabella Bowles Year 5

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CHAMPIONS AND RUNNER UPS:
Champion Boy

Runner Up Boy

Year 3 Niamgh Harrington Charlotte Southam
		
Estelle Orchard

Champion Girl

Troy Rocke

Brodee Parnham

Year 4

Tyson O’Brien

Steele Maxwell

Lucia Anderson

Runner Up Girl

Imogen McRae

Year 5 Maiya Cummins
Honey Jennings
Toby Hughes
				

Scott Singleton
RJ Van Der Merwe

Year 6

Jamie McRae

Lexie Clark

Tammy Cameron

Joshua Gaske

C O L L E G E
T R A N B Y

Charlotte Vreeken and Lucia Anderson Year 4
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Tammy Cameron and Lexie Clark Year 6

T I M E S

What a fun day! The Inter-school swim team
achieved highly in their races. We all tried our
best coming home with ribbons and records
broken. There were very tight finishes in some
of the races. In the end, it was a great day
and we all left feeling proud and happy of our
efforts!

T R A N B Y

On 21st March, the Years 4, 5 and 6 IPSHA
swimming team headed to Newman College
ready for a competitive day with many races.
Tranby Year 6s achieved highly in the relays
placing fourth in both the freestyle and
medley. People broke records and placed
super highly, and Tranby had an amazing day.
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IPSHA SWIMMING CARNIVAL

Swimming
SENIOR SCHOOL SWIMMING

SENIOR INTER-HOUSE SWIMMING

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CHAMPIONS AND RUNNER UPS:
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On Friday 22nd February, the
Years 7 – 12 students competed
in the Inter-house Swimming
Carnival at Aqua Jetty. The day
was sensational with an electric
atmosphere from the music and
commentating as well as the
sausage sizzle and food options
available for swimmers when
they were not racing.
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Students demonstrated great
sportsmanship on the day in their
team and individual races; however,
there were some outstanding
performances and these students
need to be acknowledged for their
efforts.
Whilst all Houses showed great
spirit at the carnival, the overall
scores have been tallied and I am
pleased to share with you that
Marra House won first place overall.

Champion Girl

Runner Up Girl

Champion Boy

Runner Up Boy

Year 7

Hannah Awang

Tess Rogers

Ivan Irau

Corben Smith

Year 8

Alannah Cameron

Alyssa Shackles

Aaron Rocke

Louis Backhouse

Year 9

Zoe Shackles

Jessica Meuleman

Jack Rogers

Tom Leo

Year 10

Tyla Shand

Bailey Thompson

Miles Clark

Luke Awang

Year 11

Claudia Burrows

Claudia Monteiro Pais

Joshua Spencer

Benjamin Hewitt

Year 12

Molly Wilson

Leah Robinson

Mitchell Shackles

Cody Jones

YEARS 7 – 9 CHAMPION HOUSE

YEARS 10 – 12 CHAMPION HOUSE

OVERALL CHAMPION HOUSE

1st

Marra

1,704

1st

Marra

926

1st

Marra

2,630

2nd

Bilu

1,535

2nd

Karla

787

2nd

Karla

2,309

3rd

Karla

1,522

3rd

Bilu

697

3rd

Bilu

2,232

4th

Budjar

1,341

4th

Budjar

538

4th

Budjar

1,879

ACC SWIMMING CARNIVAL
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Mitchell Shackles and Sophie White Sports Captains
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At 7:45am on Wednesday 20th March, 30
Tranby students boarded two buses and were
off to the 2019 F Division ACC Inter-school
Swimming Carnival. Overall the carnival was
a great success, with students displaying
great dedication and enthusiasm to the day’s

Tranby placed third overall behind Thornlie and
Helena. This shows how well our team performed.
Well done to everyone who swam and thank you
to the teachers and students who helped on the
day, as it wouldn’t have been possible without
your support.

T I M E S

Special mention to our Junior Boys who came
first in the carnival tying with Helena College
and to our two Under 14 Age Champions,
Alannah Cameron and Aaron Rocke.
Additional categories include the Overall Boys
Aggregate with Tranby College placing third
on 418 points and our Overall Girls Aggregate
coming fifth with 390 points. The final
overall placing put Tranby College in third
place out of seven schools with 808 points.
Congratulations Tranby!

events. It was amazing to see students happily
swimming in higher age groups and filling in to
swim in races where possible. Our team spirit
was especially on show during the relays, with
everyone encouraging each other and trying
their best.
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The Tranby swimming squad competed
in the ACC Swimming Carnival at HBF
Stadium. Students conducted themselves
in a very respectful manner and when
they were called up to their event they
participated with enthusiasm and to the
best of their ability.

Cross Country
JUNIOR SCHOOL CROSS COUNTRY

JUNIOR INTER-HOUSE CROSS COUNTRY
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On Friday 21st June students
participated in the Inter-house Cross
Country. All students ran in a race and
competed against their peers.
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While all four Houses cheered with joy
and enthusiasm, Marra came out on
top winning SPUD the Spirit Dog. All
students earnt points for their House
while participating in their races. The
day was full of fun and excitement.
We give a big congratulations to all
students that earned Runner Up or
Champion. We also give a big well done
to Budjar for winning the House Shield.
Overall, the day was a success with all
the students having a brilliant time.
Hannah Betley and Abigail Vaughan
Year 5

FINAL SCORES:
1st

Budjar

768

2nd

Karla

738

3rd

Bilu

736

4th

Marra

688

Champion Girl

Runner Up Girl

Champion Boy

Runner Up Boy

PP

Isabel Warman

Manasa Mohan Kumar Dean Walker

Reece Orchard

Year 1

Mali Caruana

Lola Munro

Jobie Martin

Kian Smith

Year 2

Eloise Krokosz

Ava Steward

Alexander Vreeken

James Turnbull

Year 3

Martha McClements

Chanelle Maxwell

Will Hughes

Troy Rocke

Year 4

Lucia Anderson

Imogen McRae

Steele Maxwell

Tyson O’Brien

Year 5

Ella Williamson

Niamh McVilly

Toby Hughes

Elliott Riley

Year 6

Tammy Cameron

Matilda Lewis

Tiag Hooton

Mitchell Gear

On 22nd August, the Tranby Cross Country Inter-school team travelled to John XXIII
College to compete against ten other schools. We arrived at school nice and early ready
for the bus trip. On arriving at John XXIII, we set up our shelters, then headed off for a walk
around the running tracks. The Year 3s and Year 4s ran 1.5km, while the Year 5s and Year 6s
had to run further and complete 2.5km. Tranby runners did well and should be very proud
of themselves. All our early morning training sessions at school and the beach paid off.
Tranby cheered loudly for everyone and it was a great day. The Year 6s had an amazing day
in their last Inter-school Cross Country as Junior School students.
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Tammy Cameron, Lexie Clark and Olivia Rasenberg Year 6
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IPSHA CROSS COUNTRY CARNIVAL

It was the most fun and definitely most tiring day this term.
Daisy McClements and Ryan Bell Year 5
It was a day full of lots of emotions and heaps of laughter.
Matilda Lewis Year 6

SPECIAL MENTION TO THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WHO FINISHED IN THE TOP 15:
Year 3 Girls

Year 4 Girls

1st Martha McClements 2nd Lucia Anderson

Year 5 Girls

Year 6 Girls

10th Ella Williamson

4th Tammy Cameron

2nd Chanelle Maxwell

12th Charlotte Vreeken 14th Niamh McVilly

5th Emiliyah Urbano

14th Imogen McRae		

7th Estelle Orchard			
Year 3 Boys

Year 4 Boys

Year 5 Boys

Year 6 Boys

14th Tyson O’Brien

7th Toby Hughes

5th Tiag Hooton

9th Isaac Diamanti

11th Mitchell Gear

		

Cross Country
SENIOR SCHOOL CROSS COUNTRY

SENIOR INTER-HOUSE CROSS COUNTRY

The Cross Country event allowed
students to compete against their
peers to take home the winners’
medals and contribute points to their
Houses. Thank you to all the students
who participated in the event,
whether you ran or walked, you had a
go and that is the main objective.
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On the day there was fierce
competition between Houses and
the girls kicked off the 4km race with
the boys then starting not too long
afterwards. The students worked hard
to maintain a mean pace to ensure they
came through the finish line first.
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Whilst the Champions and Runner
Ups from this event were announced
on the day it is essential to recognise
the House that worked cohesively to
support and encourage each other to
victory. The Years 7 – 9, Years 10 – 12
and Overall Champion House this year
for Cross Country was Budjar, with a
clean sweep across all three categories,
well done!

YEARS 7 – 9 CHAMPION HOUSE

YEARS 10 – 12 CHAMPION HOUSE

OVERALL CHAMPION HOUSE

1st

Budjar

598

1st

Budjar

612

1st

Budjar

1,210

2nd

Bilu

546

2nd

Karla

550

2nd

Karla

1,092

3rd

Marra

545

3rd

Marra

522

3rd

Marra

1,067

4th

Karla

542

4th

Bilu

495

4th

Bilu

1,041

Champion Girl

Runner Up Girl

Champion Boy

Runner Up Girl

Year 7

Tess Rogers

Hannah Awang

Corben Smith

Kellen De Brito

Year 8

Keira Bender

Alyssa Shackles

Corey Wasley

Aaron Rocke

Year 9

Kelsey Waddington

Georgia Lewis

Jack McKenzie

Jack Rogers

Year 10

Paige Howie

Tyla Shand

Miles Clark

Jacob Cass

Year 11

India Hooton

Martina Conway-Mortimer

Benjamin Hewitt

Logan Kniebe

Year 12

Leah Robinson

Jemma Antao

Ryan Harvey

Mitchell Shackles

ACC CROSS COUNTRY
Tranby competed in the ACC Cross Country
and it is important to congratulate those
students who were placed in this team
and competed on the day as they did the
College proud. Students participated in
morning training sessions prior to the
event to ensure they were upskilled and
had the fitness levels required for the
big day. It was impressive to watch their
mature approach to training and their
dedication to enhance their running
capabilities to chase success.

Finally, one of our own Tranby College
students, India Hooton, came first in
the Open Girls division, with a time
of 10:46:03. This means that India did
not only place first in her race, but she
has also been selected in the ACC All
Stars Cross Country team. This is an
outstanding achievement by India.

C O L L E G E

Well done, girls!

T R A N B Y

Girls Division U14 placed 18th out of
63 schools
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•

T I M E S

Girls Division U19 placed 25th out of
43 schools

T R A N B Y

•

A N N U A L

A special mention needs to go to the
following divisions for their exceptional
efforts on the day:

Athletics
JUNIOR SCHOOL ATHLETICS

JUNIOR INTER-HOUSE ATHLETICS

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

On Wednesday 4th September,
students from Years 3 – 6
participated in the field events which
included triple jump, long jump, high
jump and turbo javelin. The students
all tried their hardest in each event
and we congratulate all of them
on their awesome effort. Good
sportsmanship between students
was seen throughout the day and we
were impressed with how everyone
tried their very best.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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The next events were held on Friday
6th September. We were happy to hear
loud cheering throughout the day from
all the House bays. All students from
Pre-primary - Year 6 participated to
the best of their ability in numerous
running events and team games. All the
students congratulated their mates,
even if they didn’t receive a first-place
ribbon or a medal. Everyone had a
day full of fun and games. This day
could not be done without the staff
and student helpers, so thank you to
everyone involved.
We congratulate Budjar on taking
the shield for two years in a row and
congratulations to Marra for their
superb cheering as they won SPUD.
Riya Roy, Tegan Ball, Lucas Brenchley
and Joshua Gaske Year 6

FINAL SCORES:
1st

Budjar

3,685

2nd

Karla

3,558

3rd

Marra

3,376

4th

Bilu

3,253

Champion Girl

Runner Up Girl

Champion Boy

Runner Up Boy

Year 3

Martha McClements

Emiliyah Urbano

Declan Fearn-Wannan

Will Hughes

Year 4

Lucia Anderson

Jade Rackstraw

Steele Maxwell

Tyson O’Brien

Year 5

Ella Williamson

Niamh McVilly

Faitala Patu

Isaac Diamanti

Year 6

Olivia Rasenberg

Bria Silver

Chase Long

Joshua Gaske

IPSHA ATHLETICS CARNIVAL
On the special day of the IPSHA
Athletics Carnival, Tranby had a lot of
good athletes competing. The runners
were running fast, the jumpers were
jumping high and we threw the javelins
far. Altogether, it was an awesome day,
with smiles on our faces and ribbons on
our shirts!
Violet Solomon Year 4 and
Martha McClements Year 3

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

Olivia Rasenberg and Rachael Algie Year 6

2 0 1 9
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T I M E S

Bria Silver and Sophie Rennie Year 6

We all enjoyed our time at All Saints’
College. It started off as a rainy day,
which luckily cleared up quite quickly.
The sun was out; however, it was still
very cold! The day started with 400m
races, followed by field events for the
morning rotations and then all the
track events and relays were in the
afternoon after our lunch break. We
cheered and encouraged each other
with handshakes and high fives before
setting off and giving our best efforts in
our events.

T R A N B Y

On 19th September, some Years 3 – 6
students attended the IPSHA Athletics
Carnival. Many of us participated and
took part throughout the day against
the 11 other schools. We all tried our
hardest and cheered each other on very
loudly. Many of our athletes performed
extremely well in their events and
should be very proud of their results
and efforts. All the teams tried hard
and congratulated each other on their
achievements.

Athletics
SENIOR SCHOOL ATHLETICS

SENIOR INTER-HOUSE ATHLETICS

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

In Term 3 we held the Athletics
Carnival which began early in the
term, with pre-events running
through tutorial times with the
main event on 20th August. This
was a fantastic opportunity to
celebrate what our bodies can do
through various events that range
in difficulty. It was a fantastic day,
weather wise, and was a great
opportunity for students to take
themselves away from the academic
side of school and work both
individually and as a team to achieve
the highest amount of points.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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An electric atmosphere was created on
the day by students in the House bays
for our competitors. It was sensational
to see the support that students gave
their peers as they were running
between events.
Congratulations to the Champions and
Runner Ups with their efforts on the
day as they excelled in their year group.
I also acknowledge the team efforts
with the presentation of the Years 7 – 9
and Years 10 – 12 Champion House as
well as the Overall House Champion.
Well done to Budjar who is not letting
any other House divert them from
their winning streak. Budjar won each
category for the Athletics Carnival and
this has allowed them to be the Overall
Champion.

YEARS 7 – 9 CHAMPION HOUSE

YEARS 10 – 12 CHAMPION HOUSE

OVERALL CHAMPION HOUSE

1st

Budjar

3,010

1st

Budjar

3,139

1st

Budjar

6,149

2nd

Marra

2,907

2nd

Karla

2,982

2nd

Marra

5,870

3rd

Karla

2,888

3rd

Marra

2,482

3rd

Karla

5,389

4th

Bilu

2,357

4th

Bilu

2,480

4th

Bilu

4,837

Champion Girl

Runner Up Girl

Champion Boy

Runner Up Boy

Year 7

Jaya Ingram

Abby Kostrz-Holtham

Corben Smith

Sebastian Grizich

Year 8

Lenae Conway-Mortimer

Keira Bender

Daniel Monteiro Pais

George Nyirenda

Year 9

Kelsey Waddington

Emily Dawson

Mikhail Shaik

Tom Leo

Year 10

Tyla Shand

Bailey Thompson

Miles Clark

Teague Wylie

Year 11

Claudia Burrows

India Hooton

Stephen Arrell

Jackson Cherry

Year 12

Adrienne Conway-Mortimer

Sophie White

Brian Muza

Dale Singleton

ACC ATHLETICS CARNIVAL

Alyssa Smogavec

•

Bethany Mattiasson

•

Sophie White

•

Leah Robinson

•

Molly Wilson

•

Martina Conway-Mortimer

•

Jazmyn Francis

Thank you to all athletes, parents and
staff members for your assistance and
support throughout the athletics season.

A N N U A L

Jemma Antao

•

C O L L E G E

•

T R A N B Y

Adrienne Conway-Mortimer
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India Hooton

•

Finally, it is important to highlight three
girls for their outstanding achievements
in Athletics, which has led them to being
selected into the ACC All Stars team this
year. Well done to Adrienne ConwayMortimer and Martina ConwayMortimer for their achievements in
field events and to Sophie White for yet
another phenomenal performance on
the track.

T I M E S

•

As a College, we placed 7th in the boys
aggregate with 619 points, 4th in the
girls aggregate with 761 points and 6th
overall for the day with 1380 points.

T R A N B Y

On 10th September, Tranby College competed
in the ACC Athletics Carnival in F Division
at HBF Athletics Stadium. Students showed
great grit and determination to succeed on
the day and we were lucky enough to have
fantastic weather conditions for the event.
A special mention goes to our senior girls
who brought a shield home for the College
as they came first in their category.
Congratulations to:

Team Sports
JUNIOR SCHOOL TEAM SPORTS

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

IPSHA BASKETBALL CARNIVAL

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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On Thursday 4th April the Year 6
Basketball teams headed to Bendat
Stadium to play in a round robin
against nine other schools. It was
very exciting for us to be able to play
at Bendat and the facilities were
amazing. On arrival some of us even
had a quick glimpse of some Wildcat
players who were finishing training.
Playing against all the other schools
was a lot of fun, with some very
challenging games. The girls’ team
managed to win all their games
which is an excellent achievement,
while the boys’ team had a very tough
draw but were successful in some of
their games.

Tremendous effort by all teams on the basketball court. Joshua Gaske
Remarkable ball skills and super shots. Jax Williams
Amazing teamwork throughout the day. Tilli Munro
Never gave up and kept our heads high. Bria Silver
Beautiful lay ups and jump shots. Rachael Algie
Yelling and screaming encouragement for our teammates. Brooke Spencer
Ball handling skills up the court improved with every game played. India Latham
Awesome time at Bendat – the WA Basketball Centre. Olivia Rasenberg
Super passing on display by our players. Tegan Ball
Kids did not stop running around the court. Owen Cook
Exciting time playing in some challenging basketball games. Tiag Hooton
Terrific shots made from some difficult positions. Chase Long
Bendat had excellent facilities, can’t wait to go back. Jamie McRae
Awesome sportsmanship across all courts. Matilda Lewis
Lay ups were excellent and usually successful. Ava Grubelich
Loads of laughter from our Tranby team. Lexie Clark
Tall and talented basketballers everywhere. Adam Pannett
Excellent defending and improved pressure in games. Mitchell Gear
Aggressive game style and enormous efforts helped us score in tough games. Andrew Russell-Brown
Memorable day had by all! Year 6 2019 IPSHA Basketball Teams

We played soccer against John Wollaston and Court Grammar. We lost
against one of the groups from Court, but we won all the rest. There was
victory and fist punching in the air with joy when we scored a goal. When the
wind blew at our back we felt like champions. We were good sports and so
were the other schools. Our legs were aching by the end of the day. We didn’t
give up until the last whistle blew. We all tried our best and couldn’t have
been happier with our performance on the pitch. Overall it was an awesome
day and experience.
Riya Roy and Emily Potter 6K

Corbin Conway-Mortimer and Andrew Russell-Brown
Year 6

A N N U A L

We played teams from John XXIII, John Wollaston,
Newman College, International School of Western
Australia, All Saints’ College and other schools. We
played eight games and we had a lot of fun. It was very
tiring as we didn’t stop running all day. Some excellent
teamwork resulted in some terrific touchdowns. The
umpires were from Tranby Senior School and they did a
fantastic job and we say a huge thank you to them all.
Thank you to Miss White for organising the day.

C O L L E G E

Tammy Cameron, Brooke Spencer and Gemma O’Brien 6E

T R A N B Y

On Thursday 14th November 24 Year 6 students went
to John XXIII College for the Touch Football Carnival.
We split into two teams of 12 and played against ten
other schools. We played in groups of six for tenminute intervals and then had a five minute break for
half time. At the end of the games we had another five
minutes to move to our next field.
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On Thursday 6th June, the Year 6s took part in the SISC Winter Carnival held
at Tranby. They participated in three sports: football, soccer and netball – the
winter sports. We scored heaps of goals in Netball and won all six games. We
all did our best and tried our hardest which paid off. We competed against John
Wollaston Anglican Community School and Court Grammar School. We were
all good sports and encouraged not just our teammates but the other schools
as well. It was a great experience and lots of fun.

T I M E S

IPSHA TOUCH FOOTBALL CARNIVAL

T R A N B Y

SISC WINTER CARNIVAL

Team Sports
SENIOR SCHOOL TEAM SPORTS

ACC LIGHTNING CARNIVALS

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

Early in Term 2 students competed in
the ACC Lightning Carnival. There are no
official scores or placings in the Lightning
Carnivals, as they are not recorded due
to the carnival placing a larger focus on
participation and being active to create
healthy habits. I can say that all teams (AFL,
AFLX, Soccer and Netball) demonstrated
great sportsmanship and showed fantastic
endurance throughout the day. Students
played six rounds and only had a 30 minute
lunch break, so were very exhausted upon
their return to the College.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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Thank you to our fantastic staff that
went away on these days, especially Miss
Perrott who coached the AFLX team and
to Mr Fowler, Mr George, Mr Diamanti,
Mrs Chambers and Mrs Moller for their
assistance. These carnivals would not
be possible without staff willing to put
their hand up and take on a coaching or
officiating role.

DOCKERS SHIELD AND EAGLES
SCHOOL BOYS CUP
In Term 2 we had Year 7s and Year 10s
enthusiastically create their AFL teams
and participate in rigorous training prior
to the competition in their girls’ and boys’
divisions. All teams rose to the challenge
and as some had not experienced a game
situation before they were excited to
put their new skills, such as tackling and
kicking to the test. Their school spirit on the
day was high and a special mention goes
to our Year 7 girls’ team who performed
exceptionally on the day.

ACC SUPER SERIES – NETBALL
AND BASKETBALL
In Term 4 the Year 7s participated
in two chosen sports for the ACC
Super Series Carnival in Netball and
Basketball. Whilst both teams started
the day a little slow and didn’t manage
to get a win, both teams stepped it up
for the final games of the day with a
loss of six points to the boys’ basketball
and the girls’ netball team going down
by just one goal. Both teams were in
high divisions, so their perseverance
to the games and relentless effort was
great to see.
The Netball girls were lucky to see the
Australian Diamonds as the team was
training at the State Netball Centre
in preparation for the Constellation
Cup game against New Zealand. Our
Tranby team was in awe of the pure
athleticism these women had. They
filled up drink bottles at the same
fountain as Ashleigh Brazill and walked
next to Gretel Tippett and Courtney
Bruce. Seeing the national team at a
Year 7 Netball Carnival was sensational
to highlight the pathways in netball
and give them role models and athletes
to aspire to.

RKAS SENIOR BASKETBALL
The Senior Girls’ and Boys’ Basketball
kicked off this year in the Rockingham
Kwinana Associated Schools competition.
Both teams played the game to a high
standard and showed great commitment
and dedication in each game. The Senior
Girls were undefeated in the RKAS rounds
against all schools in the local area and
moved up into the ACC Championship,
where they competed against St Norbert
College in a home game. Unfortunately,
with St Norbert College being a basketball
specialist school they were able to steal the
win, with the final score of 70-44 points.
This meant it was the end of the road for
the small but dynamic group of Year 12 girls.

SURFING COMPETITION
Dale Singleton and Ryan Harvey competed
in the Sun Smart School Surfing Titles and
had outstanding results. In the first round
at Pyramids being the regional and metro
qualifying events, Ryan Harvey was the only
surfer on the day who received a perfect
score of 10/10. The dynamic duo then
moved through to the state final, where
over 40 schools from Kalbarri to Esperance
took part in the competition in a bid to
be crowned WA’s best surfing school for
2019. It was close between Tranby College
and Margaret River Senior High School,
but Margaret River took first place by
pulling through with just one extra point.
Congratulations to our students who have
a clear passion and strong skill set in the
sport of Surfing.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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T R A N B Y
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Sport
Academies
TRANBY COLLEGE SPORT ACADEMIES

CRICKET ACADEMY

BRENDON DIAMANTI CRICKET ACADEMY COACH

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

Tranby College enjoyed another
successful year of cricket. We
participated in Inter-school fixtures,
the Peel Year 9 Cricket Carnival and
the Bunbury Big Bash; all played
against specialist cricket schools
from across the state.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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We enjoyed a successful year playing
Inter-school matches against various
other Years 7 – 10 teams. We finished
the year having recorded very good
wins against Kennedy Baptist College,
Baldivis Secondary College, Dalyellup
College, Bunbury Catholic College,
Belridge Secondary College, John
Forrest Senior High School and Kent
Street Senior High School.
Tranby sent a team of Years 8 – 10
students to play in the Bunbury Big
Bash Year 10 Cricket Carnival. This
carnival was contested between
specialist cricket schools across
Western Australia. Our boys had a
fantastic week, winning their way to
the final against Kent Street Senior
High School. In the final, Tranby chased
down Kent Street’s score for the loss of
only one wicket. This was a fantastic
achievement against the biggest
specialist cricket schools in the state
and beating Kent Street in the final,
ended their four year winning streak.

Teague Wyllie and Corey Wasley
represented Western Australia in the
Under 15 National Championships
in February 2019. Teague finished as
the sixth highest run scorer for the
championships and was selected in the
Cricket Australia XI to play at the Under
17 National Championships. Liam
Betley was selected and represented
Western Australia at the Interstate 12s
Cricket Championships in Bunbury.
Congratulations to all three boys on
their well–deserved achievements
and we wish them all the best for their
future endeavours.
Our Year 9 and Year 10 cricketers spent
time during the year coaching the Year
5 and Year 6 cricketers in the Junior
School as part of a Cricket Australia
Level One Coaching Accreditation. It
was fantastic to see our older players
passing on their knowledge and
expertise to help prepare the College’s
future players to emulate the success of
our current teams.
It was a successful 2019 for cricket at
the College. Players continued their
development and produced some
outstanding performances. We had our
first Australian representative and all
players represented themselves and
the College with pride.

A N N U A L
C O L L E G E
T R A N B Y
T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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DANCE ACADEMY
JESSICA GEORGE DANCE ACADEMY TEACHER

The Dance Academy students performed for the
Kwinana Industries Council Youth Art Awards,
where they received high praise for their engaging
performances. They also attended an incursion
with dancers from the West Australian Ballet.

Sport
Academies
TRANBY COLLEGE SPORT ACADEMIES

NETBALL ACADEMY

JANINA GLOWACKI NETBALL ACADEMY COACH

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

I have learnt so much over the past
three years being a member of the
Netball Academy, it has provided me
with many opportunities.

T R A N B Y

T I M E S
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Starting in the Netball Academy
was a struggle because to me, the
division between the years felt like a
barrier. What and how we learn in the
Netball Academy is constructed to us
as individuals, making it easier to be
ourselves. This way of learning benefited
me because it gave me part of my day
when I didn’t have to hide how I was
feeling. Creating strong friendships,
gaining independence, going away to
play in netball carnivals, being part of
a school family, learning more about
netball and of course our end of year
camp.
At the camp in Margaret River we all
had a blast. The food was amazing, the
places we went were interesting and we
also made a lot of memories. We didn’t
just have fun, we also learnt some life
lessons, lessons that couldn’t be taught
to us in a classroom. For example, we
cooked food, learnt how to budget and
got to feel what it is like to be more
independent. Finishing the Netball
Academy is going to be tough because I
will lose something that has helped me
through my high school journey so far,
but I have gained so much more because
of the experiences and lessons I have
learned.
Kelsey Waddington Year 9
Joining the Netball Academy in Year
7 2016 and spending the past four
years of my schooling being part of
the program has been one of the
best experiences of my life. Not only
have I learnt so much, but I have
built friendships with the girls in
the academy, as well as creating a
great relationship with Ms G. She has
mentored and supported, not only me,
but every girl in the academy. Being
pushed to our limits in sessions and
being coached through netball games
in school and on weekends, we have
all learnt new skills as well as having
a better understanding of the game.
Being part of the academy has given
us all opportunities to participate
in netball carnivals and after school
competitions to represent the school
in the sport we love to play. Having

a mixture of both the Year 9s and
Year 10s has also allowed us to create
friendships with my younger peers and
be able to help each other in netball
and away from netball.

The opportunities and most memorable
experiences with the netball girls and Ms
G was our 2019 camp to Margaret River.
Ten girls and two teachers, Ms G and Mrs
Freap, drove us to Margaret River for lots
of adventures including caving, beach
trips and animal farms. By the end of
the three days we were all sad to leave
the camp, the teachers and, of course,
each other. The teachers, on the other
hand, were extremely happy that they
no longer had to hear ten girls scream
Dancing Queen by ABBA on repeat.
Another fun day out was an XLR8
obstacle course, where we were all
pushed through an army style course.
Teamwork and encouragement from
everyone helped each of us complete
the course. I am grateful for the Netball
Academy and to Ms G who has helped
me through many challenges.
Danika Newington Year 9
The Netball Camp was amazing and a
great opportunity for us to reminisce
about the moments we have had as a
team. We will never forget this camp
with the effort that our amazing
teachers put in. The academy is a
family, there is no other way to explain
it. From the days where we sit in class
and talk about life problems and eat
Ms G’s rice crackers and cheese or do
the hardcore training days, we never
cease to have fun. Many times, Ms G
has been a second mum to us, she has
made a comfortable space for all of us.
Cayleigh Roux Year 9

SOCCER ACADEMY

GARRY GEORGE SOCCER ACADEMY COACH

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

The Soccer Academy players all worked hard on
improving their game this year and their behaviour,
attitude and footballing. Progress was once again of
an exemplary standard – well done to all the students.
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Soccer Academy practical lessons consisted of
individual skill development sessions on core skills such
as improving a player’s first touch, striking the ball,
running with the ball and succeeding in one–versus–
one scenarios. The students also enjoyed participating

In the classroom–based lessons, students spent time
analysing the performance of professional teams in
major international tournaments such as the FIFA
World Cup with video analysis of key tactical changes
and trends at the competition forming part of their
assessment program.

T I M E S

The group participated successfully in the local RKAS
competitions with their respective year groups and
many also participated in the annual West Coast School
Futsal Titles competition.

in a range of soccer–based games and drills that
provided fun and enjoyment in addition to developing
their abilities as footballers.

T R A N B Y

In their final year as a soccer specific academy group,
the Soccer Academy program took on a different focus
with the students being prepared for potentially
pursuing senior Physical Education courses.

Netball

TRANBY NETBALL CLUB PRESIDENT’S REPORT

K E L LY S P E N C E R P R E S I D E N T

T R A N B Y

C O L L E G E

A N N U A L

Thank you all for being a part of the
Tranby Netball Club for 2019. I hope
you have all had a great year and
enjoyed your season.
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We had 11 teams play this year, with
four NetSetGo teams and seven
junior teams. We had just over 100
girls play for the Tranby Netball Club.
Two teams played in the grand final.
Sadly, Pixies lost by 15 points and
Coolcats won by a point in a nail biter
– congratulations to both teams.
A Netball Club cannot function
without committee members and
we are very lucky to have an amazing
group of women who help make this
a great club. I appreciate all their
hard work. Our committee for 2019
was: Chris Russell, Annette Harwood,
Mary Vaughan, Lisa Smith, Tracey
Williamson, Hannah Russell, Anne
Vella, Penny Wilson and Amber
Munro.
Tracey Williamson and Hannah
Russell have worked tirelessly
organising umpires for our teams
during the season. Our umpires not
only officiate at Tranby games, but
are also requested by other clubs who
don’t have enough umpires. Tracey
and Hannah, with the help of Josie
Quin-Conroy and Morgan Woodgate,
mentored our new umpires during
2019. Congratulations to Jordyn
Darcey who was awarded her
National C badge for umpiring.

Not only does a Netball Club need a committee,
they also need coaches, assistant coaches and team
managers. I thank you all for the effort you have put in
during the 2019 season.

NETSETGO TEAMS:
Terrors – Coach: Gabby Harwood and Team Manager:
Renee Conrad
Tigers – Coach: Lauren Hughes-Anderson and Team
Manager: Penny Wilson
Tornados – Coach: Tracey Williamson, Assistant Coach:
Emily Jones and Team Manager: Casey Orchard
Beaniekids – Coach: Tamara Vreeken, Assistant Coach:
Georgi Munro and Team Manager: Amanda Van Der
Merwe

JUNIOR TEAMS:
Fireflies – Coach: Mary Vaughan and Team Manager:
Melissa Wiltshire
Coolcats – Coach: Amber Munro and Team Manager:
Trudy Coombs
Pixies – Coach: Lisa Smith, Assistant Coaches: Jayda
Smith and Georgia Lewis and Team Manager: Tamara
Thomas
Infernos – Coach: Tina Darcey and Team Manager:
Maree Freeman
Icebreakers – Coach: Morgan Woodgate and Team
Manager: Kerry Townrow
Galaxy – Coach: Annette Harwood and Team Manager:
Louise Hardwick
Fusion – Coach: Hayley Holtham and Team Manager:
Chloe Sherwin
Brooke Spencer and Tilli Munro were selected for
the Talent Development Squad for the Rockingham
District Netball Association. Awesome work, girls.
At our AGM last year, the committee decided to
recognise members of our club who have made an
outstanding contribution to the Tranby Netball Club.
Elissa Retallack, Anne Vella and Chris Russell are
our first recipients to be awarded Life Membership.
Congratulations to you all.
Lastly, I thank the following businesses who support
our club:
• Lisa and Braydon Smith from Trophies 4 U for
supplying our trophies.
• Amber and Justin Munro from Domino’s Pizza
Baldivis who kindly provided our Player of the
Match pizza vouchers for the season.
• Tamara and Allan Vreeken from Domino’s Pizza Port
Kennedy for the pizzas at the club wind-up.
Thank you to all parents for allowing your daughters
to play this great game and supporting our club.

COOLCATS

COOLCATS Grand Final Winners

FIREFLIES

FUSION

GALAXY

T R A N B Y
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BEANIEKIDS
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ICEBREAKERS

INFERNOS

PIXIES

TERRORS

TIGERS

TORNADOES

CHRISTIAN SURNAME

AWARD

YEAR

CHRISTIAN SURNAME

AWARD

Year 3

Rhys

Betley

Academic Effort Throughout Year 3

Year 7

Anika

Di Lallo

Year 3

Bonita

Bowles

Academic Effort Throughout Year 3

Year 3

Emily

Wilson

Academic Effort Throughout Year 3

Academic Excellence – Digital
Technologies, English, Mathematics,
Science, Settlers Transport Achievement
Award and DUX OF YEAR 7

Year 3

Kaelan

Krivda-Jones

Academic Effort Throughout Year 3

Year 8

Lenae

Conway-Mortimer Citizenship

Year 3

Chanelle

Maxwell

Academic Effort Throughout Year 3

Year 8

Isabella

Di Lallo

Academic Excellence – Music

Year 3

Emiliyah

Urbano

Academic Effort Throughout Year 3

Year 8

Ellen

Rattray

Year 3

Kai

Chester

Citizenship

Academic Excellence – Digital
Technologies

Year 3

Samantha

Harding

Citizenship

Year 8

Tayah

Smallacombe

Citizenship

Year 3

Mackenzie Robertson

Citizenship

Year 8

Jemma

Smith

Academic Excellence – Drama

Year 3

William

Hughes

Settlers Transport Achievement Award
and DUX OF YEAR 3

Year 8

Alyssa

Shackles

Academic Excellence – Physical Education

Year 8

Allyse

Bell

Year 4

Charlotte

Vreeken

Academic Effort Throughout Year 4

Academic Excellence – English and
Humanities & Social Sciences

Year 4

Matilda

White

Academic Effort Throughout Year 4

Year 8

Ava

Cook

Academic Excellence – Engineering and
Visual Art

Year 4

Amelie

Charlet

Academic Effort Throughout Year 4

Year 8

Daniel

Monteiro Pais

Year 4

Jade

Rackstraw

Academic Effort Throughout Year 4

Academic Excellence – Mathematics and
Media

Year 4

Emily

Rackstraw

Citizenship

Year 8

Catherine

Lyndon-Smith

Year 4

Imogen

McRae

Citizenship

Academic Excellence – Dance, Design &
Technologies and Citizenship

Year 4

Violet

Solomon

Settlers Transport Achievement Award
and DUX OF YEAR 4

Year 8

Aydin

Simatos

Academic Excellence – French, Science
and Citizenship

Year 5

Hannah

Betley

Academic Effort Throughout Year 5

Year 8

Delany

Scott

Zoe

Farrell

Academic Effort Throughout Year 5

Academic Excellence – Health,
Indonesian, Settlers Transport
Achievement Award and DUX OF YEAR 8

Year 5

Zac

Harvey

Academic Effort Throughout Year 5

Year 9

Emerson

Adams

Academic Excellence – Indonesian

Academic Effort Throughout Year 5

Year 9

Alexander

Cilia

Academic Excellence – Mathematics

Kiana

Daw

Academic Excellence – Health

C O L L E G E

YEAR

Year 5

Year 5

Honey

Jennings

Citizenship

Year 9
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2019 PRESENTATION ASSEMBLY AWARDS

Year 5

Sasha

Twiggs

Citizenship

Year 9

Grace

Holyman

Academic Excellence – Music

Year 5

Ria

Sharan

Settlers Transport Achievement Award
and DUX OF YEAR 5

Year 9

Tom

Leo

Academic Excellence – Food

Year 9

Jack

McKenzie

Academic Excellence – Physical Education

Williamson

Year 6

Ashton

Hill

Scitech Science Award

Year 9

Jessica

Meuleman

Citizenship

Year 6

Jamie

McRae

Scitech Science Award

Year 9

Hayley

Paul

Citizenship

Year 6

Riya

Roy

City of Rockingham Service Award

Year 9

Cayleigh

Roux

Academic Excellence – Drama

Year 6

Tamsin

Cameron

City of Rockingham Leadership Award

Year 9

Hiya

Sharma

Academic Excellence – Engineering

Year 6

Adam

Pannett

City of Rockingham All Rounder Award

Year 9

Mitchell

Summers

Academic Excellence – Media

Year 6

Lexie

Clark

Academic Effort Throughout Year 6

Year 9

Patrick

Walsh

Academic Excellence – Design

T I M E S

Ella

Year 6

Jaishna

Gungiah

Academic Effort Throughout Year 6

Year 9

Riley

Walsh

Citizenship

Year 6

Gemma

O’Brien

Academic Effort Throughout Year 6

Year 9

Adam

Mattiasson

Year 6

Emily

Potter

Academic Effort Throughout Year 6

Academic Excellence – Digital
Technologies and Science

T R A N B Y

Year 5

Year 6

India

Latham

Citizenship

Year 9

Evie

Mestrovic

Year 6

Matilda

Munro

Citizenship

Academic Excellence – English and
Textiles

Year 6

Brooke

Spencer

Tranby Award for Making a positive
contribution to the College, Maintaining
a consistently high standard of conduct
and Striving for Excellence

Year 9

Erin

Bullivant

Academic Excellence – Academies, Dance
and Citizenship

Year 9

Alixandra

Farrell

Academic Excellence – French,
Humanities & Social Sciences, Settlers
Transport Achievement Award and DUX
OF YEAR 9

Year 10

Alysha

Bender

Academic Excellence – Visual Art

Year 10

William

Carr

Citizenship

Year 10

Zachary

Kelly

Academic Excellence – Media

Year 10

Rhiannon

Mills

City of Rockingham Leadership Award

Year 10

Alix

Simatos

Academic Excellence – Music

Year 10

Tahlia

Stephenson

Academic Excellence – Design

Year 10

Grace

Moon

2019 Emergency Services Cadet of the
Year and Citizenship
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Year 6

Corbin

Conway-Mortimer Settlers Transport Achievement Award
and DUX OF YEAR 6

Year 7

Hannah

Awang

Academic Excellence – Visual Art

Year 7

Phoebe

Baudains

Citizenship

Year 7

Sallie

Burford

Academic Excellence – Indonesian

Year 7

Alicia

Cusick

Academic Excellence – Music

Year 7

Sophia

Elliot

Academic Excellence – Media

Year 7

James

Lenton

Citizenship

Year 7

Weston

Leo

Academic Excellence – French

Year 7

Tess

Rogers

Academic Excellence – Dance and
Citizenship

Year 10

Jacob

Cass

Year 7

Meisha

Garrod

Academic Excellence – Design &
Technologies, Health and Physical
Education

Academic Excellence – Digital
Technologies, Mathematics and City of
Rockingham Scholarship Award

Year 10

Alissa

Downey

Academic Excellence – Academies, Dance
and Physical Education Studies

Year 7

Isobel

Radclyffe-Smith

Academic Excellence – Drama,
Humanities & Social Sciences and
Citizenship

Year 10

Bailey

Academic Excellence – Drama,
Citizenship, ADF Long Tan Youth
Leadership & Teamwork Award and
Tranby Award for Making a positive
contribution to the College, Maintaining
a consistently high standard of conduct
and Striving for Excellence

Year 12

Shaar

Osmun-Tamati

Academic Excellence – Human Biology ATAR

Year 12

Dylan

Randall

Koorliny Outstanding Contribution to the
Arts Award

Year 12

Jordan

Rodricks

College Board Perseverance &
Determination Award

Year 12

Kerryn

Steel

Madeleine King Achievement and
Determination Award

Year 12

Ebony

Trainor

Curtin University Principal’s
Recommendation Award

Year 12

Alex

Van Der Sluis

Academic Excellence – Certificate II in Sport
Coaching

Year 12

Sophie

White

College Board Award for Outstanding
Contribution to Sport

Year 12

Cody

Jones

Curtin University Principal’s
Recommendation Award and College Board
Award for Outstanding Contribution to the
College

Year 12

Mitchell

Shackles

Academic Excellence – Mathematics
Applications and Caltex Best All Rounder
Award

Year 10

Tayla

Thompson

Jones

Academic Excellence – Food, Health,
Indonesian, Physical Education and
Citizenship

Year 10

Miles

Clark

Academic Excellence – Engineering,
English, Humanities & Social Sciences,
Science, Settlers Transport Achievement
Award and DUX OF YEAR 10

Year 11

Hannah

Chen

Academic Excellence – Music ATAR

Year 11

Jackson

Cherry

Academic Excellence – Mathematics
Methods

Year 11

Martina

Conway-Mortimer Academic Excellence – Outdoor Education
General

Year 11

Ashley

Dawson

Citizenship

Year 11

Tommi

Lehtinen

Academic Excellence – Physical Education
Studies ATAR

Year 12

Ashton

Van Hinte

Year 11

Jessica

Leigh

Academic Excellence – Mathematics
Applications

Academic Excellence – Geography General
and Certificate II in Outdoor Recreation

Year 12

Ben

Van Koolbergen

Year 11

Jennifer

Lyndon-Smith

Citizenship

Academic Excellence – Biology ATAR and
College Board Integrity Award

Year 11

Claudia

Monteiro Pais

Citizenship

Year 12

Chantelle

Carr

Year 11

Eva

Turner

Madeleine King Service to the Community
Award

Year 11

Emily

Oliver

Academic Excellence – Food Science &
Technology General

Academic Excellence – Certificate II in
Community Service, Baldivis Rotary Club
Community Service Award and UnitingCare
West Outstanding Commitment to Social
Justice Award

Year 12

Holly

Hopkins

Academic Excellence – Ancient History
General, Modern History General and
Certificate II in Visual Arts

Year 12

Lauren

Hughes-Anderson

Academic Excellence – Drama General,
Mathematics Essential, Certificate II in
Hospitality, Reece Whitby MLA and Tranby
Award for Making a positive contribution
to the College, Maintaining a consistently
high standard of conduct and Striving for
Excellence

Year 11

Breeon

Ongley

Academic Excellence – English General

Year 11

Gemma

Prentice

Academic Excellence – Business
Management and Enterprise ATAR

Year 11

Amaya

Slomp

Academic Excellence – Modern History
ATAR

Year 11

Casey

Waugh

Academic Excellence – Mathematics
Essential

Year 11

Ella

Zadow

Academic Excellence – Geography ATAR
and 2019 Art Exhibition People’s Choice
Award

Year 11

Alyssara

Ducie

Academic Excellence – Ancient History
General and Citizenship

Year 11

Alex

Smith

Academic Excellence – Biology ATAR and
Chemistry ATAR

Year 11

Jacinta

Wilson

Academic Excellence – Computer Science
ATAR and Design – Graphics General

Year 11

Karena

Peddie

Academic Excellence – English ATAR,
Mathematics Specialist, Physics ATAR,
Perm-A-Pleat Dux of Year 11 Award and
DUX OF YEAR 11

Year 12

Ryan

Bender

Academic Excellence – Certificate II in
Information, Digital Media & Technology

Year 12

Jocelyn

Boucher

Kwinana Industries Council Top VET
Student Award

Year 12

Mitchell

Brown

Academic Excellence – Computer Science
ATAR

Year 12

Adrienne

Conway-Mortimer UWA Principal’s Citizenship Award

Year 12

Tahlia

Croft

Baldivis Rotary Club Community Service
Award

Year 12

Brianna

D’Souza

Academic Excellence – Drama ATAR

Year 12

Daniel

Du Toit

Academic Excellence – Chemistry ATAR

Year 12

Liam

Hanna

College Board Citizenship Award

Year 12

Kaleesha

Martyn

Academic Excellence – English General

Year 12

Mark

Moore

ADF Long Tan Youth Leadership &
Teamwork Award

Year 12

Kadyn

Murakami

College Board Award for Outstanding
Contribution to the Arts

Year 12

Leah

Robinson

Academic Excellence – English ATAR,
Physical Education Studies ATAR, Certificate
II in Business, Rockingham Kwinana
Chamber of Commerce Top VET Student
Award and the College Board Award for
Breadth and Depth of Learning and Personal
Mastery

Year 12

Joshua

Doyle

Academic Excellence – Mathematics
Methods, Mathematics Specialist, the
University of Notre Dame – Dux of Year 12
Award and the TRANBY COLLEGE DUX OF
YEAR 12 AWARD

A N N U A L

AWARD
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Jemma Antao
Callum Benzies
Jocelyn Boucher
Megan Bywater
Chantelle Carr
Amy Davis
Boris de Goede
Lauryn De Klerk
Brianna D’Souza
Daniel Du Toit
Jessica Fourie
Erin Landers
Brooke Lightfoot
Corbin MacKenzie
Kaleesha Martyn
Kadyn Murakami
Brian Muza
Larissa Newington
Dylan Randall
Kerryn Steel
Ashton Van Hinte
Ben Van Koolbergen
Sophie White
Molly Wilson
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Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12

Karla House, Sports
Arts
Arts, Karla House
Service
Arts, Karla House, Service
Arts, Bilu House, Service
Curriculum, Bilu House
Karla House, Service
Arts, Bilu House
Curriculum, Bilu House, Sports
Budjar House, Service, Sports
Arts, Karla House
Arts
Marra House
Karla House, Sports
Arts, Budjar House, Service, Sports
Bilu House
Budjar House, Service, Sports
Arts, Marra House, Service
Bilu House, Service
Budjar House, Sports
Budjar House, Service
Bilu House, Sports
Marra House, Service, Sports

Adrienne Conway-Mortimer
Lauren Hughes-Anderson
Cody Jones
Leah Robinson
Mitchell Shackles

Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12
Year 12

Curriculum, Budjar House, Sports, Honours
Arts, Marra House, Service, Honours
Marra House, Service, Sports, Honours
Arts, Curriculum, Bilu House, Service, Sports, Honours
Marra House, Service, Sports, Honours

Claudia Burrows
Hannah Chen
Martina Conway-Mortimer
Austin Crothers
Sean De Vos
Alyssara Ducie
Chloe Harvey
Benjamin Hewitt
India Hooton
Logan Kniebe
Tommi Lehtinen
Jennifer Lyndon-Smith
Bethany Mattiasson
Claudia Monteiro Pais
Alana Mossman
Scarlett Neil
Karena Peddie
Nean Pretorius
Alex Smith
Joshua Spencer
Eva Turner
Jacinta Wilson

Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11
Year 11

Arts, Karla House, Service, Sports
Arts, Karla House, Service
Budjar House, Sports
Curriculum
Curriculum, Karla House, Sports
Curriculum, Karla House, Service
Curriculum, Marra House
Curriculum, Budjar House, Service, Sports
Budjar House, Sports
Marra House, Sports
Budjar House, Service, Sports
Arts, Curriculum, Marra House, Service
Arts, Budjar House, Service
Arts, Curriculum, Bilu House, Service, Sports
Arts, Curriculum, Karla House, Service
Karla House, Service
Curriculum, Bilu House, Service
Bilu House
Curriculum, Budjar House, Sports
Curriculum, Bilu House, Sports
Curriculum, Marra House, Service
Arts, Bilu House

Luke Awang
Alysha Bender
William Carr
Jacob Cass
Miles Clark
Sophie Donnelly
Alissa Downey
Nicola Duckham
Billie Gaffney
Amy Greenash
Lilly Hamilton-Vidot
Cody Hanna
Isabelle Hardwick
Paige Howie
Tayla Jones
Zachary Kelly
Nathan Kumst
Erika Meyering
Grace Moon
Danika Newington
Courtney Reynolds
Tyla Shand
Bailey Thompson

Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10
Year 10

Karla House, Sports
Curriculum, Marra House, Service, Sports
Karla House
Curriculum, Karla House, Sports
Curriculum, Marra House, Service, Sports
Arts, Budjar House
Arts, Bilu House, Sports
Arts, Curriculum, Bilu House
Curriculum, Service
Karla House, Service, Sports
Arts, Bilu House
Curriculum, Karla House, Sports
Arts, Marra House, Sports
Karla House, Sports
Curriculum, Marra House, Service, Sports
Curriculum, Budjar House, Sports
Budjar House, Service, Sports
Marra House, Sports
Budjar House, Service, Sports
Curriculum, Budjar House, Sports
Karla House, Sports
Budjar House, Sports
Arts, Curriculum, Bilu House, Service, Sports

2019 HONOURS

Year 12 Honours Students - Mitchell Shackles, Cody Jones, Leah Robinson,
Lauren Hughes-Anderson and Adrienne Conway-Mortimer.

2019 TRANBY COLLEGE PREFECTS
College Captains

Leah Robinson and Callum Benzies

Arts Captain

Dylan Randall

Chapel Captain

Lauryn De Klerk

Curriculum Captain

Adrienne Conway-Mortimer

Service Captains

Chantelle Carr and Amy Davis

Sports Captains

Sophie White and Mitchell Shackles

Bilu House Captains

Brianna D’Souza and Brian Muza

Budjar House Captains Larissa Newington and Ben Van Koolbergen
Karla House Captains

Erin Landers and Mark Moore

T R A N B Y
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A N N U A L

Marra House Captains Lauren Hughes-Anderson and Cody Jones
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90 Arpenteur Drive Baldivis WA 6171
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TELEPHONE: (08) 9524 2424
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